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1. Abraham, G.D: **BRITISH MOUNTAIN CLIMBS:** Mills & Boon; 1945 5th edition: Pages xvi + 448, 18 plates, 21 outline drawings, 18cm. Previous owner’s name and address in capital letters on front endpaper; light browning and a smidgen foxing to outer page-edges, VG+ in (dust wrapper condition - spine lacking triangular piece 1cm deep from head of spine and slightly at base, spine also browned and slightly age-marked, a touch marginal browning to sides) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Primarily a guidebook but also useful for the history of early British climbing: £10.00

2. Abraham, G.D: **BRITISH MOUNTAIN CLIMBS:** Mills & Boon; 1948 6th edition: Pages xvi + 448, 19 plates, 21 outline drawings, 18cm. Small repair edge of front free-endpaper, light to medium browning to outer page-edges and a little foxing to top-edge; a VG bright copy in (dust wrapper condition - small repairs, some darkening, mottling and age-discoloured to spine, with a smidgen loss at ends) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve: £10.00

3. Abrego, M: **EN LA CIMA K-2** together with Ariz, G, CHOGOLISA; introduced by Kurt Diemberger: Inlena, Pamplona, Spain; (1987): 1st edition. 121 pages, numerous high quality photographs (predominately in colour), maps and diagrams, text in Spanish; 29.5cm. Lower spine and vicinity a little bumped, slightly affecting page block at that point, some thumbing but confined entirely to black front endpapers; otherwise Near Fine in (dust wrapper condition – a little creased vicinity of lower spine, and slightly rubbed at tip; small closed chip lower rear corner front panel) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. The 1986 Basque Kaiku Expedition to K2 and Chogolisa. Superb photography; beautifully illustrated and reproduced on high quality paper. Rare: £60.00
Hugh Banner’s copy.


5. Alack, F: GUIDE ASPIRING: Oswald-Sealy, Auckland, New Zealand; (1963): 1st edition. 229 pages, 8 black and white plates, 22cm. Medium tanning to outer page-edges, spine lightly sunned at base, VG in (dust wrapper condition – a little lightly rubbed at spine ends and extremities, some foxing or spotting to sides) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. The experiences of New Zealand mountain guide Frank Alack during the 1920s and 1930s: £18.00


Alpine Journals; attractively bound (unless stated) in original Alpine Club brown cloth bindings, gilt emblem on front boards.

7. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 3 1867::Original Alpine Club brown cloth binding; VG+: £145.00
8. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 4 21/1868 - 28/1870::Original Alpine Club brown cloth binding: VG+: £120.00
9. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 6 37/1872-44/1874::Original Alpine Club brown cloth binding; small snack reglued spine edge, VG: £95.00
11. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 15 107/1890-114/1891::Original Alpine Club brown cloth binding: 2 bookplates; VG+: £60.00
12. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 16 115/1892-122/1893::Original Alpine Club brown cloth binding; VG+: £60.00
13. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 17 123/1894-130/1895::NEW brown cloth; a little water staining edge of 4 plates/maps, otherwise internally VG: £25.00
14. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 20 147/1900-154/1901::Recased retaining the original AC boards, with NEW matching spine, new endpapers; foxing mainly to outer page-edges, occasional mark, VG. Original front paper wrappers bound in: £25.00
15. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 21 155/1902-162/1903::Recased retaining the original AC boards, with NEW matching spine, new endpapers; foxing to outer page-edges; VG. 7 (of 8) original front paper wrappers bound in: £25.00
16. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 23 171/1906-178/1907::Recased retaining the original AC boards, with NEW matching spine, new endpapers; ‘discarded’ rubber stamp mark on first page only, VG+: £25.00
17. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 24 179/1908-186/1909::Recased retaining the original AC boards, with NEW matching spine, new endpapers; ‘discarded’ rubber stamp mark on first page only, speckled browning to outer fore-edges, VG: £25.00
18. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 25 187/1910-194/1911::Bound in old ½-leather; bookplate, light wear and patchiness to spine, G, sound: £15.00
21. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 28 203-206/1914::Bound in old ½-leather; bookplate, some wear, regluing and patchiness to spine, G: £10.00
22. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 31 214-216/1917::Original Alpine Club brown cloth binding, spine gilt very faint, but background unaffected, VG+: £40.00
25. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 44 244-245/1932::Original Alpine Club brown cloth binding. Fine: £30.00
26. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 45 246-247/1933::Original Alpine Club brown cloth binding; Fine: £30.00
27. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 46 248-249/1934::Original Alpine Club brown cloth binding; Fine: £30.00
28. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 47 250-251/1935::Original Alpine Club brown cloth binding; Fine: £30.00
29. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 51 258-259/1939::Original Alpine Club brown cloth binding; Fine: £30.00
30. ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol 100 344/1995::NEW brown cloth, AC similar emblem front board, very Fine: £20.00
31. ALPINE JOURNAL::Original green cloth binding. F-/F copies without d/w, as NO dust wrappers were produced for these issues. 299/Nov 1959; 300/May 1960; 301/Nov 1960; 302/May 1961; 303/Nov 1961; 304/May 1962; 305/Nov 1962; 306/May 1963; 307/Nov 1963; 308/May 1964; 309/Nov 1964; 310/May 1965; 311/Nov 1965; 312/May 1966; 313/Nov 1966; 314/May 1967; 315/Nov 1967; 316/May 1968; price each: £5.00
32. ALPINE JOURNAL::Original green cloth binding. Fine copies in dust wrappers, 319/1970 sl repair d/w; 320/1971 two 5cm repairs to d/w; 321/1972; 322/1973; 323/1974; price each: £5.00
33. ALPINE JOURNAL::Original green cloth binding. Fine copies without d/w, as NO dust wrappers were produced for these issues. 324/1975 crease front endpaper; 325/1976; 326/1977; 327/1978; 328/1979; 329/1980; 330/1981; price each: £5.00
35. ALPINE JOURNAL::Original blue cloth binding. Fine in d/w. 366/2018: £10.00

A handsome facsimile edition.


: AUSTRIAN ALPINE CLUB 1953 Summer Programme: Austrian Alpine Club, UK Branch, New Bond Street, (1952/3): Paper covered pamphlet, 12 pages, including covers, a few black and white illustrations, 21.5cm. Plus loosely inserted, single sheet booking form. Slight rusting to staples; a Near Fine clean copy. Many people experienced their first taste of the Alps on one of these organised courses; a touch of nostalgia for some: £20.00.

BACK, CAPT. G: NARRATIVE OF THE ARCTIC LAND EXPEDITION, To the Mouth of the Great Fish River, and Along the Shores of the Arctic Ocean, in the Years 1833, 1834, and 1835: Hurtig, Edmonton: 1970: Pages xxvii + 663, 14 plates, folding map, 19.5cm. Previous owner's small and neat inscription corner of front endpaper; spots of foxing to outer page-edges, but mainly top-edge, otherwise Fine in d/w. A modern Hurtig reprint of the book originally published in 1836: £15.00.

Backshall, S: MOUNTAIN; A LIFE ON THE ROCKS: Orion Books; 2015: 1st edition. Pages x + 356, 24 colour plates, 24cm. Extremely light yellowing to outer page-edges, but Fine in dust wrapper condition – 6cm single cut repaired on lower part of front spine joint; otherwise Fine) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Steve Backshall has climbed and journeyed throughout the world in pursuit of adventure, working as a BBC TV presenter and also for National Geographic: £15.00.

Ballard, J: ONE AND TWO HALVES TO K2: BBC Books; 1996: 1st edition. 208 pages, 16 colour plates, sketch map, 24cm. Light browning to outer page-edges, VG+ in Near Fine d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. The outstanding British mountaineer Alison Hargreaves was killed August 1995 descending from the summit of K2. This is the story of her husband Jim's journey (with his two young children Tom and Kate), to see Alison's last mountain: £10.00.

Banks, M: RAKAPOSII: Secker & Warburg; 1959: 1st edition. 238 pages, 25 plates (1 colour), text maps, 22.5cm. A little slight sunning on spine, a little light foxing to outer page-edges, but mainly top-edge, VG+ in dust wrapper condition – sometime repaired on reverse side and a little and a bit amateurishly restored on printed side; spine very slightly sunned, slightly discoloured at head and with some edge rubbing, front panel lightly discoloured near head; price-clipped) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Account of the first ascent in 1958 with Tom Patye; also the 1956 unsuccessful expedition: £15.00.

including John Barry's team leader Alan Rouse: £10.00


49. Basterfield, G: MOUNTAIN LURE: Titus Wilson, Kendal: 1947: 1st edition. Pages (xii) + 166, 6 plates, 21.5cm. A little light foxing to fore-edges and endpapers, VG+ bright copy in ('one or two' minor repairs at head and base plus a 4cm closed tear repaired base of rear panel; a hint of very slight grubbiness to white spine and a little more so on white rear panel; a touch of slight rubbing at extremities) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Short stories and poems and verses: £15.00


52. Birtles, G, compiled by: ALAN ROUSE. A MOUNTAINEER’S LIFE: Unwin Hyman; 1987: 1st edition. 224 pages, 8 colour plates, photographs, 24cm. VG+ bright copy in (dust wrapper condition – tiny hole near top of rear panel; light to medium sunning to spine including lettering of ‘ALAN ROUSE’ sunned from red to pale orange; plus, a little marginal light sunning to sides) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Biography of well-known climber who died on K2 in 1986 (aged thirty-four), after making the first British ascent: £10.00

**Blackwell Mountaineering Library Series.**


54. Boardman, P: THE SHINING MOUNTAIN. Two men on Changabang’s West Wall: Dutton, New York; 1984: 1st American edition. 194 pages, 16 black and white plates, map and sketches, 24cm. Light spots of foxing to outer page-edges and a touch of light foxing to endpapers; otherwise Fine in perfect d/w. Pete Boardman and Joe Tasker’s incredible first ascent of the West Wall of Changabang: £15.00

55. Bonatti, W: MAGIC OF MONT BLANC: Gollancz; 1985: 1st UK edition. 208 pages, 200 colour photographs, 35cm. A hint of very light browning to outer page-edges and a tiny insignificant spot top outer-edge; Fine in (dust wrapper condition – triangular piece 1x5cm lower rear corner of front panel slightly ruckled and with minute nick; otherwise Fine) d/w. Two-hundred fine colour photographs depicting all the main peaks and ridges of the Mont Blanc range; together at rear, mini-versions of each, with descriptions and captions. Includes several action photographs taken in 1976, of Bonatti on the east face of the Grand
56. Bonatti, W: **THE GREAT DAYS**: Gollancz; 1974: 1st edition. 189 pages, 32 plates, 22cm. A very tiny and unobtrusive mark on front free-endpaper, but Fine in Fine d/w. Second autobiography of the legendary Italian climber Walter Bonatti; commences with the 1961 Fresnay Pillar tragedy: £75.00


58. Bonington, C: **EVEREST SOUTH WEST FACE**: Hodder & Stoughton; 1973: 1st edition. 352 pages, 56 plates (24 colour), 24cm. Signed by Chris Bonington on title-page; light browning to outer page-edges, VG+ in (dust wrapper condition – spine evenly and moderately sunned, and with the slightest hint of rubbing at top-edge; tiny chip upper rear corner rear panel; price-clipped) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Unsuccessful attempt in 1972 by a strong British expedition: £25.00

59. Boy & Allan: **SNOWCAPS ON THE EQUATOR. The Fabled Mountains of Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and Zaire**: Bodley Head; 1989: 1st edition. 192 pages, many colour photographs by Clive Ward (some full or double-page), maps, 30cm. Fine in (dust wrapper condition – lightly and pleasantly sunned on spine and adjacent long strip 1.5cm wide on front panel) d/w. The authors share their experiences of travelling and climbing in this unique part of Africa. Includes history and legends, flora and fauna: £10.00


61. Brooker, W.D. edited by: **A CENTURY OF SCOTTISH MOUNTAINEERING. An anthology from the Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal**: Scottish Mountaineering Trust; 1988: 1st edition. Pages xii + 372, black and white photographs, drawings, pictorial printed covers, 24cm. A few tiny specks of foxing to top outer-edge of pages; Fine (no dust wrapper was issued). A large and varied array of material culled from a hundred years of Scottish Mountaineering Club Journals: £15.00

62. Brown, T.G: **BRENVA**: Dent; 1944: 1st edition. Pages xv + 228, 72 plates (some double), top edge gilt, 22cm. Old inscription dated 1944 on front endpaper; light to medium browning to outer fore-edges and endpapers, endpapers also a little foxed; VG bright copy in (dust wrapper condition – small loss at spine ends and vicinity sometime rebacked with paper and coloured in - but not a perfect match; the spine is therefore complete but the blue is a lighter shade for 0.5cm at head and likewise and patchy for 3cm at base; spine also a little grubby and rear panel more so) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. The classic book on the Brenva face routes on Mont Blanc: £25.00

63. Bullock, N: **ECHOES. One Climber’s Hard Road to Freedom**: Vertebrate Publishing, Sheffield; 2012: 1st edition. Pages xv + 231, 16 colour plates, black and white photographs in text, 24cm. Signed by the Author; Fine in perfect d/w. Nick Bullock leaves the security of the prison service for a CENTURY OF SCOTTISH MOUNTAINEERING. An anthology from the Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal: Scottish Mountaineering Trust; 1988: 1st edition. Pages xii + 372, black and white photographs, drawings, pictorial printed covers, 24cm. A few tiny specks of foxing to top outer-edge of pages; Fine (no dust wrapper was issued). A large and varied array of material culled from a hundred years of Scottish Mountaineering Club Journals: £15.00

64. Busk, D: **THE DELECTABLE MOUNTAINS**: Hodder and Stoughton, 1946: 1st edition. Pages xii + 274, 37 plates, 4 folding maps, 23cm. Inscription, a little very slight foxing to cloth, some foxing mainly page-edges, slight and faint water stain corner margin of plates, otherwise VG in (chipped, slightly deficient mainly top corner of spine and front, some grubbiness mainly at rear) d/w. Douglas Busk's memoirs include mountaineering in the Alps and the Pyrenees, North America, Persia and some skiing: £10.00

65. Butterfield, I: **THE HIGH MOUNTAINS OF BRITAIN AND IRELAND. A guide for mountain walkers**: Diadem; 1986: 1st edition. 320 pages, over 300 colour photographs, maps, 25cm. Signed by the author on half title-page; a hint of a very slight crease on front endpaper; Fine in Fine d/w. A substantial and informative book on ascending all the 3,000ft mountains in Britain and Ireland: £20.00


Glyn Carr & Showell Styles fiction.

67. Carr, Glyn (pseudonym Showell Styles): **MURDER ON THE MATTERHORN**: Dutton, New York; 1953: 1st American edition. 223 pages, 19cm. Very slight lean to spine, light water stain (less than 1cm) base of spine, and slightly affecting boards by bottom edge, and outer corner of inside front board, otherwise VG and clean in (dust wrapper condition – spine a little and lightly surface rubbed and lacking 0.5cm at ends; front panel a little chipped at head and a fairly inconspicuous light water stain at bottom edge; rear panel lacks a few tiny edge pieces mainly at top and water stain with a little discolouring in vicinity of lower rear corner and edge; inner flaps clipped at all 4 corners, including price-clipped and a little lightly water stained) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. One of a series of famous climbing thrillers, featuring Abercrombie “Filthy” Lewker - a rotund Shakespearean actor, amateur detective and ageing climber. This one published in the 'Guilt Edged Mystery' series: £45.00
68. Carr, Glyn (pseudonym Showell Styles): **THE YOUTH HOSTEL MURDERS**: Dutton, New York; 1953: 1st American edition. 224 pages, diagram, 19cm. A little slight edge rubbing to covers, light browning to outer page-edges and a touch to endpapers, overall VG in *dust wrapper condition* – spine slightly sunned and with a tiny faint water stain, also worn at edges and lacking piece 2-square centimetres in area from head of spine and slightly at base; front panel rubbed mainly at extremities with slight loss, and a little creased; rear panel slightly marked with two small and old sellotape stains; inner flaps clipped at all 4 corners, including price-clipped and little old sellotape marked) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *One of a series of famous climbing thrillers, featuring Abercrombie “Filthy” Lewker - a rotund Shakespearean actor, amateur detective and ageing climber. Set in the Lake District. This one published in the ‘Guilt Edged Mystery’ series:* £45.00

69. Carr, Glyn (pseudonym Showell Styles): **SWING AWAY CLIMBER**: Ives Washburn, New York; 1959: 1st American edition. 256 pages, diagram, 19cm. Spine a little darkened, boards lightly mottled and with a tiny faint water stain and small mark; some patchy and light tanning to endpapers, otherwise VG and sound in *dust wrapper condition* – spine lightly rubbed at front joint and slightly surface chipped at base; lower part front panel crumpled with minute loss and with old sellotape repair on reverse; rear panel a touch grubby; lacks tiny piece upper corner front flap; overall height trimmed and reduced by about 2-millimetres) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *One of a series of famous climbing thrillers, featuring Abercrombie “Filthy” Lewker - a rotund Shakespearean actor, amateur detective and ageing climber. Set in the Llanberis Pass on Dinas Cromlech:* £45.00

---

**Showell Styles fiction.**

The second Showell Styles thriller featuring Abercrombie Lewker, before he used the pseudonym ‘Glyn Carr’. The other two being “Traitor’s Mountain” (1946) and “Hammer Island” (1948).

70. Styles, S: **KIDNAP CASTLE**: Selwyn & Blount; (1947): 1st edition. 208 pages, 19cm. Very slight lean to spine, minor rubbing and regluing tips of spine and a touch rear corners, also a little sunning upper tip of spine, a touch slight foxing outer page-edges, otherwise VG in *dust wrapper condition* – spine a little grubby and lacking less than 0.5cm from ends; some marginal chipping and creasing to front panel, and lacking a few small edge pieces, but no more than about 1cm deep; rear panel has two repaired and closed tears - 3cm long, and tiny loss at upper-edge) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *Showell Styles thriller, which moves from London to Algiers, and from the Sahara to the Welsh hills. An exciting adventure story, featuring the assistance of*
the famed Abercrombie Lewker “Filthy” of the ‘Glyn Carr’ fiction. Rare: £95.00

71. Styles, S: SHADOW BUTTRESS: Faber and Faber, 1959: 1st edition. 255 pages, 19cm. A small lean to spine, a little very light surface rubbing extremities of boards, a VG clean copy in (dust wrapper condition – some chipping at spine ends - with very minor loss; rear panel slightly age-tanned and with a light cup-stain - 5cm across) d/w. A mountain guide comes to terms with oncoming blindness: £25.00

72. Carr, H: THE IRVINE DIARIES. Andrew Irvine and the enigma of Everest 1924: Gastons-West Col, Reading; 1979: 1st edition. 143 pages, illustrations, 22cm; together with Corrigenda slip loose at front. Very slight darkening base of spine, otherwise Fine in (dust wrapper condition – lightly surface chipped upper spine corner and upper rear corner front panel) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Biography of Andrew Irvine who disappeared with George Mallory on Everest in 1924: £40.00

Signed by R. Cassin.

73. Cassin, R: 50 YEARS OF ALPINISM: Diadem, 1981: 1st U.K. edition. 207 pages, 80 pages of plates, maps and diagrams, 22cm. Inscribed and signed by R. Cassin, and dated (28.11.81) on title-page; Fine in perfect d/w. Riccardo Cassin's climbs are legendary and include first ascents such as of the North Face of the Cima Ovest, the North East Face of the Piz Badile and the Walker Spur on the Grandes Jorasses: £160.00


A rare Chamonix tourist guide.

75. :CHAMONIX: Raffin, Printers and Editors, Chamonix and Thonon-les-Bains, 1907: Pamphlet with stiff paper covers, 48 pages, many black and white illustrations in text, colour illustrated cover of The Aiguille du Dru, and colour map on rear, 18cm. Covers a touch very lightly age-marked, a 3-millimetre closed edge tear and a very light corner crease (hardly noticeable) on front cover; ‘one or two’ slight marks internally and some tanning inside covers; but VG+ and in remarkably nice condition for its age. A very interesting tourist guide to Chamonix, gratuitously given by the “Syndicat des Hôtelsiers de Chamonix”. Includes history, places of interest, excursions, skiing and regulations on hiring of guides and their tariffs: £40.00


78. Coburn, B: EVEREST. Mountain Without Mercy: National Geographic Society, (USA); 1997: 1st edition. 256 pages, many colour photographs (some full or double-page), maps, 31cm. Fine in Fine d/w. Photographic history in the making; the story of the 1996 filming of Everest and their first-hand encounter with the most serious disaster ever on the mountain: £15.00

79. Cockburn, Major (James): SWISS SCENERY FROM DRAWINGS: Rodwell & Martin; 1820: 1st edition. Pages vii + 200, 60 fine steel engraved plates, engraved title-page with vignette and engraved vignette on final page, all edges gilt, 29cm. Recent high quality brown half-leather binding, raised bands, title and elaborate gilt toothing and decoration on spine; orange cloth sides with leather spine and corner pieces decorated on edges with gilt toothing, new marbled and plain endpapers. Tiny crease corner of one plate and page; very faint to light brown patch on pages opposite the plates - mirroring the shape of the engraved image; a few plates, mainly along top-edge of margin (a few millimetres deep) lightly browned, and apart from the occasional touch of light foxing a very clean, Fine and handsome copy. Amongst the 60 fine engravings are views of Geneva, Mont Blanc,
80. Curran, J: **K2 THE STORY OF THE SAVAGE MOUNTAIN**: Hodder & Stoughton; 1995: 1st edition. 271 pages, 24 plates (8 colour), maps and drawings, 24cm. Very slight yellowing to page-edges, Fine in d/w. The climbing history of the second highest and the most formidable of all the fourteen 8000-metre peaks: £15.00

81. Curran, J: **SUSPENDED SENTENCES. From the Life of a Climbing Cameraman**: Hodder & Stoughton; 1991: 1st edition. 191 pages, 8 colour plates, black and white photographs in text, 24cm. Fine in (price-clipped) d/w. Don Whillans, Joe Brown, Chris Bonington, Paul Nunn, Mo Anthoine are just a few of the climbers that have shared the author’s rope: £10.00

82. Davidson, A: **MINUS 148º. The Winter Ascent of Mt. McKinley**: Norton, New York; 1969: (3rd impression). 218 pages, 16 black and white plates, 21.5cm. Medium browning and 2 minute brown blotches to outer page-edges, VG+ in (a few small edge repairs, a little marginal chipping mainly spine ends; double price-clipped) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. The struggle and tragedy on the first winter ascent. Published 1970 in the UK as 'The Coldest Climb': £8.00

83. Davies, J.S: **DOLOMITE STRONGHOLDS. The Last Untrodden Alpine Peaks. An Account of Ascents of the Croda da Lago, the Little and Great Zinnen, the Cinque Torri, the Fünffingerspitze, and the Langkofel**: Bell; 1896: 2nd edition. Gilt pictorial image of climber on front board, pages xiv + 176 + 3, colour frontispiece + 8 black and plates, illustrations in text, 1 map, 19cm. Spine medium sunned – and gilt sunned very faint, but just about readable, minor regluing at spine ends; front endpapers slightly marked, frontispiece tissue-guard browned causing the same to the frontispiece, occasional spot of foxing; G-VG. Account of the author’s climbs; told with some exaggeration, but nevertheless a charming little book for the period - with some equally charming illustrations: £40.00

84. Dean, S: **HANDS OF A CLIMBER. A Life of Colin Kirkus**: Ernest Press; 1993: 1st edition. Pages (viii) + 278, black and white photographs, drawings, 22cm. Fine in (dust wrapper condition – medium sunning to spine, but lettering unaffected) d/w. Biography of the greatest pioneer of pre-war Welsh rock climbing. A Kirkus route was stamped with quality and often of the highest standard: £10.00

85. Dickinson, M: **THE DEATH ZONE. Climbing Everest through the Killer Storm**: Hutchinson, 1997: 1st edition. Pages (x) + 211, 16 plates (8 colour), 3 maps, 24cm. Small lean to spine; Near Fine in Fine d/w. During the fateful storm on Everest in May 1996 that was to cost the lives of eight climbers in one day alone, Matt Dickinson and professional climber Alan Hinkes successfully reached the summit and returned: £8.00


87. Diemberger, K: **THE ENDLESS KNOT. K2, Mountain of Dreams and Destiny**: Grafton Books; 1991: 1st edition. Pages viii + 308, 48 plates (24 colour), maps and other illustrations in text, 25cm. Extreme tips of spine lightly sunned, but Fine in (orange lettering on spine lightly sunned to pink – but perfectly readable; otherwise perfect) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Kurt Diemberger’s very moving account of the events leading to Julie Tullis’s death on K2, (after they had both summited), and the tragic aftermath of the fatal storm of 1986 during which so many climbers died: £20.00
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164. Messner, R: ANTARCTICA. Both Heaven and Hell: Crowood Press; 1991: 1st edition. 381 pages, 32 colour plates, black and white photographs, map, 23cm. Fine in Fine d/w. Traverse of the Antarctic continent with Arved Fuchs - a 2,800 kilometre trek in 92-days: £15.00

165. Milburn, G, Walker, D. & Wilson, K., edited by: THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS of the British Mountaineering Council: B.M.C. Manchester; 1997: 1st edition. Pages, xiv + 321 + 3 pages advertisements, 69 plates (3 colour), photographs and diagrams in text, 22.5cm. An unnumbered copy of a special signed edition of 500 copies; signed by George Band, Chris Bonington, Joe Brown and John Hunt; Fine in Fine d/w. An important documentation on the political history of the British Mountaineering Council; which has help shape mountaineering and maintain its freedoms for all. Numerous contributors add much variety and coverage to the important (and some less so) climbing events of this period. A well-produced and researched history: £50.00

Includes a loose slip sign by Herbert Carr (author and Climbers’ Club member from 1925, rising to Honorary President 1954-1959).

166. Milburn, G: HELYG. Diamond Jubilee 1925-1985: Climbers' Club, 1985: limited edition of 500 copies. 256 pages, black and white and a few colour photographs, illustrations, 22cm. Number 114 (of 500 copies) signed by Geoff Milburn; also signed by Herbert Carr (on slip inside front board); Near Fine in Near Fine d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. History of the Climbers’ Club cottage in North Wales and its climbers: £40.00


168. Mountain, J: AFTERSHOCK. The Quake on Everest and One Man’s Quest: Eye Books, Much Wenlock, Shropshire; 2017: Flapped paperback, 284 pages, 8 colour plates, 20cm. Signed by the author on title-page; Fine. Jules Mountain cheated death twice, first cancer and then the Nepal earthquake of 2015; but he returned to Everest in 2016 and successfully summited: £15.00

169. :MOUNT EVEREST CIGARETTE CARDS: A series of 20 large cigarette cards, issued by John Player & Sons (c.1925); showing the 1924 Mount Everest Expedition; in black and white, detailed descriptive text on reverse, 6x8cm. A complete set; generally VG with a few slightly less and ‘one or two’ tiny marks on rear, and some better; loose: £120.00
170. **MOUNTAINEERING 24 CARD SET**: Jacques, Belgium; (c.1958): Original and complete set of 24 small paper cards, colour picture on front, description on reverse in French and Dutch, 7x5cm. G to VG set, with the occasional mark or some patchy browning on reverse. *These were issued in chocolate bars by Jacques of Belgium and feature celebrated climbers and landmark ascents of the 19th and 20th century; loose*: £30.00

171. Mulgrew, P: **NO PLACE FOR MEN**: Vane, 1965: reprint (but 1st U.K. edition). 199 pages, 24 plates, text diagrams and sketches, endpaper map, 22.5cm. Near Fine in (dust wrapper condition – a little light surface rubbing to spine ends – but mainly corners, and also rear corners; clean and complete) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *Hillary’s 1960 expedition to Makalu*: £20.00


173. Neate, J: **HIGH ASIA. An Illustrated History of the 7,000 Metre Peaks**: Unwin Hyman; 1989: 1st edition. Pages x + 213, colour and black and white photographs, map diagrams, endpaper maps, 27.5cm. Lacks front free-endpaper, resulting in minor cracking and a little roughness along inner joint – but sound; light yellowing to outer page-edges, and three minute spots at top outer-edge; otherwise Fine in (dust wrapper condition – a hint of very slight sunning to spine, otherwise Fine) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *Details of over 400 known peaks from 7,000 to 8,000 metres - with summaries of location, history, etc*: £20.00

174. Neate, Jill: **MOUNTAINEERING LITERATURE. A Bibliography of Material Published in English**: Cicerone Press, Milnthorpe/Mountainbooks, Seattle; 1986: revised and extended edition. Paperback, 296 pages, a few illustrations, 21.5cm. Lower rear corners a tad rubbed, VG. *The major reference work and a must for the serious collector*: £20.00

175. Noyce, W: **CLIMBING THE FISH’S TAIL**: Heinemann; 1958: 1st edition. Pages xiv + 150, 24 plates, coloured frontispiece, 2 maps, 20.5cm. Previous owner’s name top of title-page; lacks a little glaze on boards, mainly to a depth of 1.5cm along top-edges; light to moderate browning and foxing to outer page-edges, generally VG and bright in (dust wrapper condition – minor edge repairs, some surface rubbing to a depth 0.5cm upper spine with minute loss at corners, spine edges slightly rubbed, tiny loss and slight chipping upper edge front panel and lacking 6 square centimetres from base; price clipped) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *Machapuchare in the Nepal Himalayas*: £20.00

176. Noyce, W: **POEMS**: Heinemann; 1960: 1st edition. 98 pages, 22cm. Previous owner’s small printed name label on inside front board (but hidden by dust wrapper flap); spine and a tad boards faded, a slight touch of spotting/foxing mainly to top outer-edges of pages and endpapers, but VG+ in (dust wrapper condition – clean and complete, apart from a smidgen darkening and 3 minute specks to spine) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *Comprising Mountain Sequence (15 poems); Whoe’er she be …; People, Places, Seasons; Moods and Interpretations. Rare*: £95.00
177. Noyce, W: TO THE UNKNOWN MOUNTAIN. Ascent of an unexplored twenty-five thousander in the Karakoram: Heinemann; 1962: 1st edition. Pages xii + 183, 13 plates, 3 maps, 22cm. Very light browning outer page-edges, covers bright but lightly mottled along one spine joint and partly upper and lower edges of boards and a little rubbed base of spine, otherwise Fine in (dust wrapper condition - a little light scuffing rear edge of rear panel and lightly scratched opposite side by spine; Near Fine) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve: £25.00


In German.

179. Peary, R.E: DEM NORDPOL AM NÄCHSTEN: Voigtländer, Leipzig; 1907: 1st edition. Original dark green cloth, gilt and red device on front board; pages xi + 309, 64 plates, large folding map, 25.5cm; text in German. Top few centimetres of spine, together with front spine corner and 1cm along board very worn, and slightly at base, otherwise Near Fine and very sound. Robert Peary’s travels in the Arctic region between 1892 and 1906, prior to his 1908-1909 North Pole expedition: £10.00

Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers.

180. Kennedy, E.S., edited by: PEAKS, PASSES, AND GLACIERS; Being Excursions by Members of the Alpine Club. Second Series: Longman, Green, Longman and Roberts, 1862: 1st edition. Two volumes. Original Alpine Club brown cloth bindings, with gilt decoration on front boards; pages xiv + 445, 5 plates, woodcuts in text, 8 maps; pages viii + 541, 7 plates, woodcuts in text, 6 maps; 21.5cm. Expertly recased retaining the original boards, the original spine backstrips (very slightly deficient) re-laid over new matching cloth, new endpapers; the gilt spine lettering of volume 1 very slightly dull but readable; light tanning to outer fore-edges; internally just the occasional slight mark and some lightish foxing at front and rear; two previous owners’ names and dates, and two marginal pencil notes in one volume; a VG sound set in the original ‘Alpine Club’ binding. The second series of the famous ‘Peaks, Passes and Glaciers’, produced a year before the start of the Alpine Journal in 1863. The pair: £295.00
181. Field, A.E. & S. Spencer, S., editors: PEAKS, PASSES AND GLACIERS. By Members of the Alpine Club. Third Series: Methuen; 1932: 1st edition. Pages xi + 308 + 8 pages adverts, 16 plates, Alpine Club brown cloth binding, with gilt emblem on front board, 22cm. Some tiny spots of foxing and a hint of very slight tanning to outer page-edges, but Fine; no d/w. Selection of articles taken from the first five volumes of the Alpine Journal: £35.00

182. Perrin, J., edited by: MIRRORS IN THE CLIFFS: Diadem; 1983: 1st edition. 688 pages, 32 plates (some colour), cartoons by Sheridan Anderson, 22.5cm. Fine in (dust wrapper condition - spine evenly and lightly faded from a brown to a greenish tint) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. A very readable collection of approximately 100 mountaineering articles culled from a wide selection of pre and post war sources: £10.00


187. Pritchard, P: DEEP PLAY. A Climber's Odyssey from Llanberis to the Big Walls: Bâton Wicks; 1997: 1st edition. 192 pages, 16 colour plates, text illustrations, 24cm. Signed by Paul Pritchard and dated Dec '97 on title-page; Fine in (Winner Boardman-Tasker Award sticker 4x5cm base of front panel) d/w. The bold and brilliant climbs of dedicated and imaginative climber Paul Pritchard. Winner of the 1997 Boardman Tasker Award for mountain literature: £25.00


190. Putnam, W.L: THE GREAT GLACIER AND ITS HOUSE. The Story of the First Center of Alpinism in North America 1885-1925: American Alpine Club, New York; 1982: 1st edition. 224 pages, many black and white (mostly historic) photographs, maps, 31cm. Very minor and tiny scrape front endpaper (by joint) and very slightly affecting a page or two; but Near Fine in likewise d/w. The history of Glacier House (situated below the Great Glacier in the Selkirk mountains of Canada) and the surrounding area. Its climbers, adventurers and tourists; and its link with the Canadian Pacific Railway: £15.00

191. Pyatt, E.C: A CLIMBER IN THE WEST COUNTRY: David & Charles; 1968: 1st edition. 204 pages, 16 plates, 3 text diagrams, 22.5cm. Very light browning to page-edges, Near Fine in bright d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. A narrative and historical climbing guide that also caters for the walker: £10.00

192. Pyatt, E.C: CLIMBING AND WALKING IN SOUTH-EAST ENGLAND: David & Charles; 1970: 1st edition. 173 pages, including 16 plates, 2 sketch plans and sketch, 22cm. Moderate browning to outer fore-edges, VG in (dust wrapper condition - complete and VG) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Very readable account of climbing and walking within a radius of eighty miles of London; together with further possibilities and much general information. Appendices include coverage of the 120-mile circle and a bibliography: £15.00

193. Randall, Frances: DENALI DIARY. Letters from McKinley: Cloudcap, Seattle; 1987: 1st edition. Paperback, pages xxxii + 136, black and white photographs and a few sketches in text, 21cm. Fine. Frances Randall was considered the Guardian Angel of the climbers who set foot on Mount McKinley and the flyers who transport people there, and rescue them if necessary. Having climbed McKinley herself, she was always there to advise and help new arrivals at base camp. But her death from cancer in 1984 saddened all who knew her, and left a massive gap: £10.00


**Signed by Gaston Rébuffat.**

196. Rébuffat, G & Tairraz, P: BETWEEN HEAVEN AND EARTH: Vane: 1965: 1st edition. 183 pages, 7 (one double) colour plates and 104 black and white photographs by Pierre Tairraz, 24cm. *Signed by Gaston Rébuffat on title-page*: very light browning to outer page-edges and a tad foxing at top edge, rear part of boards a little bowed, small area minor spotting front board, tiny very faint and unobtrusive stain on spine a smidgen sunned at tips; a VG+ bright copy in *dust wrapper condition* – a few scattered surface chips at spine ends, mainly at head and just touching sides; tiny and neat repair to printed side near upper rear corner of front panel, together with a tiny chip) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *Includes an ascent of the Matterhorn, the traverse of Mont Blanc and the South-West Pillar of the Drus*: £195.00

197. Rébuffat, G & Tairraz, P: BETWEEN HEAVEN AND EARTH: Kaye and Ward; 1970: reprint. 183 pages, 7 colour plates (1 double) and 104 black and white photographs by Pierre Tairraz, 24cm. Fine in *(dust wrapper condition)* – a touch very light rubbing at top extreme outer-edge of spine and front panel; two 2cm closed tears lower part rear panel neatly repaired, large corner inner flap price-clipped; otherwise perfect) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *A beautiful copy, hence*: £40.00

198. Reynolds, K: WALKING IN THE ALPS: Cicerone Press, Milnthorpe; 1998 1st edition: 480 pages (including 24 pages index), 16 colour plates, black and white photographs in text, sketch maps, printed illustrated cover, 23.5cm. Small very faint coffee? stain outer fore-edges of pages, otherwise Fine (no dust wrapper was issued). Nineteen areas described. *An inspirational and comprehensive book for the mountain walker*; *(published in 1998 @ £25.00)*: £6.00


200. Rey, G: THE MATTERHORN: Fisher Unwin; *(reprint) dated January 1907, 2nd edition stated on reverse*. 336 pages, 35 plates (14 mounted colour drawings, 10 pen and ink drawings by Edoardo Rubino and 11 photographs); 13 pen and ink drawings in text, 27cm. Covers discoloured, marked and stained; a lean to spine, spine also a little worn at edges and gilt lettering dull; internally nice and clean apart from small vacated worm damage front inner spine joint (slightly penetrating two or three pages); endpapers lightly tanned, light foxing outer fore-edges and signs of a little damp top outer-edge of pages and slightly penetrating (for just a few millimetres) a few pages near rear; hence a reading copy, or for rebinding of this impressive volume: £25.00

201. Richards, D: CLIMBING DAYS: Faber & Faber; 2016: 1st edition. Pages vii + 392, black and white photographs in text, 22cm. Light yellowing to outer page-edges, Near Fine in Fine d/w. Dan Richards relives the journey of his great-great aunt, the renowned pioneer mountaineer Dorothy Pilley Richards. Herself, the author of the famous classic book of the same name, *Climbing Days*, which was published in 1935: £15.00


204. Roberts, D: The Early Climbs. DEBORAH and THE MOUNTAIN OF MY FEAR: The Mountaineers, Seattle; 1991: Paperback, 368 pages, including 15 black and white plates, maps, 23cm. A little very light and scattered surface chipping to spine-edges, and moderate sunning to author’s name on lower part; a VG clean and uncreased copy: £10.00

205. Roberts, D: THE MOUNTAIN OF MY FEAR: Souvenir Press; 1969: 1st U.K. edition. 157 pages, 16 plates, 4 maps, 22cm. Medium browning outer page-edges, VG+ in *(dust wrapper condition)* – some mottled light browning to spine and a smidgen chipped at corners; some rubbing and a little surface chipped at extremities of front panel; minor repairs) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *The impressive first ascent of the West Face of Mt. Huntington, Alaska by four Harvard students. Their achievement turned to tragedy when one of the climbers fell to his death whilst descending from the summit*: £20.00

Robertson, D: GEORGE MALLORY: Faber & Faber; 1999: Paperback, 17 plates, maps, 22cm. Near Fine. Reprint of the biography (first published in 1969) of George Mallory, whose disappearance on Everest in 1924 sparked endless speculation on whether or not he had climbed Everest. With a forward by Joe Simpson: £5.00


Rowell, G: MOUNTAINS OF THE MIDDLE KINGDOM. Exploring the High Peaks of China and Tibet: Sierra Club, San Francisco; 1983: 1st edition. Pages xvi + 191, many colour and black and white photographs, map, 26x31cm. Front inner joint lightly cracked for 1cm at ends; maroon coloured front endpapers lightly thumbed, but not too intrusive; otherwise Fine in (dust wrapper condition – spine very lightly and evenly sunned, and a little surface chipped at top and bottom extremities of spine) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Galen Rowell traces the journeys of past explorers - Marco Polo, Mallory, Shipton ...... in six major regions - Mustagh Ata, Tian Shan, Inner Tibet, Chomolungma, Minya Konka and Anye Machin: £25.00

Rutledge, H: EVEREST; THE UNFINISHED ADVENTURE: Hodder & Stoughton; 1937: 1st edition. 295 pages, portfolio of 63 plates at rear, 7 plates at front, 2 folding maps, 26.5cm. Light to moderate foxing to outer page-edges and endpapers, and some occasional light foxing elsewhere; otherwise a Near Fine bright copy in (dust wrapper condition – spine moderately browned, some surface rubbing at ends and edges and a little scuffed near centre, also slight loss at corners; small repairs and some spots of foxing to sides; rear panel also a little marked) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. The 1936 unsuccessful British expedition; which included amongst its twelve members Smythe, Shipton and Wyn Harris: £120.00

Rutledge, H: EVEREST 1933: Hodder & Stoughton, 1934: 1st edition. Pages xv + 390, 59 plates, 3 diagrams in text, 4 maps (including 3 folding), 26cm. Front board slightly lightened and a smidgen very slightly marked, ‘one or two’ light blotches and few tiny spots of foxing to outer page-edges, VG in (dust wrapper condition – spine slightly deficient with a ragged 3cm deep narrow slot slightly affecting the letter G in Rutledge, but now backed with near matching paper; some darkening also to spine with a slightly darker 2cm round stain and a few small old marks; some surface rubbing but mainly confined to top 7mm of spine across head; front panel surface rubbed along 4cm top edge and 7mm deep, plus a small piece about 3x2cm lower down by spine; some age-grubbiness to rear panel and slight rubbing at head) rare d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. The fourth British expedition. Wyn Harris and Wager made the first assault; on the second Smythe made a solo bid for the summit after Shipton had returned to Camp Six unwell. A substantial volume: £160.00

Rutledge, H: EVEREST 1933: Hodder & Stoughton; 1936: 'popular' edition. Pages xix, 299 pages, 17 plates, map, 22.5cm. A hint of very slight sunning to spine; light bronzing and spots of foxing to fore-edges, also some spots of foxing to endpapers and vicinity and a touch elsewhere, VG+ in (dust wrapper condition – lacking a crescent shape piece 8x9cm from lower rear corner of front panel; some tanning to spine and some chipping mainly at ends with a minuscule loss at 2 corners; rear panel slightly repaired at head and very slightly age-marked) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Complete with a rather iconic (although incomplete) dust wrapper of the period showing men ascending Everest: £15.00
215. Rymill, J: **SOUTHERN LIGHTS. The Official Account of the British Graham Land Expedition 1934-1937; Chatto & Windus; 1938: 1st edition.** Original green cloth, with light brown and gilt spine label; pages xv + 296, 79 (of 80) plates, maps and diagrams (including large folding map at rear, 28cm. Lacks one plate; ‘one or two’ very slight marks to spine and a smidgen lightened, light browning to outer-edges of pages; a VG and sound copy; no d/w: £25.00.

216. Sale, R: **BROAD PEAK:** Carreg, Ross-on-Wye: 2004: 1st edition. 208 pages, black and white and colour photographs, 23.5cm. Fine in (dust wrapper condition – a touch of very slight and unobtrusive sunning to spine; but Fine) d/w. First ascent of Broad Peak in 1957 – the twelfth highest mountain. Told for the first time, incorporating material from the climbing diaries of Marcus Schumm and Fritz Wintersteller (and including their unpublished photographs); together with unpublished material from Hermann Buhl: £40.00.

217. Sale, R: **THE CHALLENGE OF K2. A History of the Savage Mountain:** Pen & Sword, Barnsley; 2011: 1st edition. Pages xi + 227, 8 black and white, and 16 colour plates, 24cm. Fine in (dust wrapper condition – Fine, apart from 1cm closed repair head of front panel) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. The sometimes tragic history of the second highest mountain on earth, and one of the most demanding: £15.00.

218. Salkeld, A, & Smith, R., compiled by: **ONE STEP IN THE CLOUDS. An omnibus of mountaineering novels and short stories:** Diadem; 1990: 1st edition. 1056 pages, including extensive bibliography, 23.5cm. Fine in Fine d/w. 4 novels (One Green Bottle/North Wall/Solo Faces/Vortex), 2 novellas, a play and over 30 short stories: £10.00.

219. Salkeld, A, general editor: **WORLD MOUNTAINEERING:** Beazley; 1998: 1st edition. 304 pages, many black and white and colour photographs, colour maps, 30cm. Fine in d/w. Over fifty mountains featured from around the world; each with a detailed topographical description and routes superimposed on photographs; plus an aerial map of the area and climbing history: £6.00.

220. Salt, H.S.: **ON CAMBRIAN AND CUMBRIAN HILLS. Pilgrimages to Snowdon and Scafell:** Fifield; 1908: 1st edition. 128 pages, 2 plates, top edge gilt, 18cm. Spine lightly sunned, some grubbiness to cloth, one or two tiny stains to boards; some browning to outer fore-edges and a little light foxing at front; otherwise VG. An interesting narration on the two mountain areas by an animal rights supporter; who wrote “Animals’ Rights” and “The Logic of Vegetarianism”: £10.00.

221. Sanderson, P: **THE WORLD’S LONGEST CLimb, Dead Sea to Everest Summit:** Grafika, Backetwell; 2011: 1st edition. Flapped paperback, 244 pages, colour photographs, 22x23cm. Inscribed ‘Enjoy your journey!’ and signed by the author and her husband Phil Sanderson: Fine. In 2006, the team of five cycled 8,000km (accompanied with a support team of two), from Jordan to the base of Everest, and successfully summited it; making Pauline and Phil Sanderson the first British married couple to climb Everest: £25.00.

222. Sansom, G.S: **CLIMBING AT WASDALE BEFORE THE FIRST WORLD WAR:** Castle Cary Press, Somerset; 1982: 1st edition. 100 pages + xx appendix, photographs (1 colour), 9 drawings and map by A. Wainwright, 28cm. Fine in d/w. Published on the seventieth anniversary of the first ascent of the Girdle Traverse of Scafell. The author being a participant of this historic event: £25.00.


224. Scott, D: **HIMALAYAN CLIMBER. A Lifetime’s Quest to the World’s Greater Ranges:** Diadem, 1992: 1st edition. 192 pages, numerous coloured photographs, 32cm. Signed by Doug Scott: Fine in d/w. Chronicles Doug Scott’s incredible worldwide climbing career; with over twenty-six visits to the Greater Himalayan range he is without doubt one of Britain’s foremost mountaineers. Enhanced with superb colour photographs: £20.00.

**Scottish Mountaineering Club District Guides.**

225. Naismith & Hodge: **THE ISLANDS OF SCOTLAND (EXCLUDING SKYE): SMC; 1952: 2nd edition.** Old ‘route marked’ photograph (21x14cm) of Strone Ulladale loosely inserted; gill lettering on covers darkened, VG+ in (a little marked especially margin of rear panel) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve: £10.00.

226. Steeple, Barlow, MacRobert & Bell: **THE ISLAND OF SKYE:** SMC; 1948: 2nd edition revised. VG+ in d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve: £10.00.


228. Parker, J.A: **THE WESTERN HIGHLANDS:** SMC; 1947: 3rd edition. A hint of very slight foxing, otherwise Fine in (minor edge repairs with very tiny loss at base of spine; some light grubbiness but slightly more so on rear panel) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve: £10.00.

229. Seaver, G: **EDWARD WILSON OF THE ANTARCTIC. Naturalist and Friend:** Murray; 1936 reprint: Pages xxxiv + 301, 23 plates (7 colour), 3 maps 1 folding), 22cm. Light to medium foxing to outer page-edges and a touch of slight tanning to endpapers, otherwise a Fine bright copy; no d/w. The great humanitarian Edward Wilson reached the South Pole with Scott, but tragically died on the return march: £6.00.
230. **THE MANIKARIN SPIRE EXPEDITION 1973**: Pamphlet, (8) pages (including paper covers), folded and loose as issued, illustrations, 21cm. Near Fine. Account of a small Alpine style expedition to the Kulu Valley in Northern India; which included the Burgess twins, Bob Dearman and Bob Toogood. A rare expedition report: £15.00


233. Shipton, E.: **MOUNTAINS OF TARTARY**: Hodder & Stoughton; (1951): 1st edition. 224 pages, 23 plates, endpaper maps, 23cm. Previous owner’s name reverse of front endpaper; lightish sunning to spine, gilt lettering slightly rubbed and a minute speck lower half; light bronzing and a touch light speckling to fore-edges, generally VG in (dust wrapper condition – some marginal rubbing and chipping to spine, spine also a little marked and lacking small pieces, 1-2cm deep at corners; front panel lightly chipped and repaired at head and with small loss; rear panel a little marked and a little grubby) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Eric Shipton explorations during his stay as the Consul-General at Kashgar, and includes an attempt on Muztagh Ata: £25.00

234. Shipton, E.E.: **NANDA DEVI**: Hodder & Stoughton; 1936: 1st edition. Pages xvi, 310, 27 tissue-guarded plates, drawings in text by Bip Pares, map/diagram front endpapers, 23cm. Previous owner’s name initials and date corner of second endpaper; a very slight lean to spine, cloth on lower rear corner rear board a little wrinkled; medium foxing and bronzing to fore-edges and the occasional touch of marginal foxing elsewhere, a few pages at upper page margin slightly nicked and foxed in the immediate vicinity; a VG bright copy, no d/w. Shipton and Tilman entered the Rishi Gorge and reached the Nanda Devi Sanctuary: £60.00

235. Shipton, E.: **UPON THAT MOUNTAIN**: Hodder & Stoughton; 1943: 1st edition. 222 pages, 31 plates, 4 maps, 21cm. Previous owner’s two-line inscription (dated 1943) top of front endpaper; some bubbling to cloth on spine towards front-edge and also rear-edge of front board, minor mark also to front board; light bronzing and some foxing to outer page-edges, and a little foxing for a page or two at front; overall VG and bright; no d/w. Eric Shipton’s first autobiography: includes climbs in the Alps and Kenya; participation in four pre-war Everest expeditions and Nanda Devi: £20.00

236. Shipton, E.: **UPON THAT MOUNTAIN**: Hodder & Stoughton, 1944: repr. 222 pages, 31 plates, 4 maps, 21cm. Previous owner’s two-line inscription top of front endpaper, light to moderate foxing to outer page-edges, VG bright copy in (dust wrapper condition – scattered surface chipping for 1cm at spine ends with minute loss at one upper corner; front spine joint a little chipped and a minuscule hole; some rubbing rear-edge of front panel, and rear panel age marked) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve: £20.00


238. Simpson, J.: **TOUCHING THE VOID**: Cape; 2008: reprint. 173 pages, 12 plates (8 colour), diagram, endpaper maps, 24cm. Signed by Joe Simpson on title-page; a few light brown and marginal specks and tiny blotsches, mainly confined to lower fore-edges, VG in Fine d/w. Joe Simpson and Simon Yates made the first ascent of the West Face of Siula Grande in the Peruvian Andes; but whilst descending disaster struck - Joe Simpson fell! What followed was an incredible story of survival! Winner of the 1988 Boardman Tasker Award for mountain literature: £15.00


241. Slessor, M.: **RED PEAK. A personal account of the British-Soviet Pamir Expedition 1962**: Hodder & Stoughton; 1964: 1st edition. 256 pages, 20 plates (4 colour), endpaper maps, 23cm. Foxing spots to outer page-edges and a few text pages mainly at front, otherwise a fine bright copy in (dust wrapper condition – Near Fine apart from very minor surface rubbing at 1-2cm upper spine joints) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. The expedition climbed the Peak of Communism, but was marred by the tragic loss of Wilfrid Noyce and Robin Smith: £25.00

242. Smith, B., Webster: **SOME TRUMPHS OF MODERN EXPLORATION**: Blackie; (c.1930): 1st edition. 224 pages, 6 black and white plates, 6 maps (with the routes outlined in red), attractive illustrated covers, 19cm. Gun marks inside front board (from sometime removal of bookplate?), very minor rubbing tips of spine, tiny nick top-edge of margin of a few pages towards rear, with tiny loss at two places, otherwise a Near Fine bright copy in (dust wrapper condition – 7cm closed repair in vicinity of rear spine joint and ‘one or two’ tiny ones; rear panel grubby, a few tiny chips, but more or less complete) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. In ‘The Pioneer Library’ series produced by Blackie. Chapters include - ‘Adventures of the Duke of the Abruzzi’, ‘In and Around Lhasa, the Forbidden City’ and ‘The Attainment of the North Pole’: £8.00
243. Smith, J.A.: **MOUNTAINEERING. Reader’s Guides Second Series 1: National Book League, Cambridge; 1955:** Pamphlet with the original paper covers, 24 pages, 18cm. Pencil ticks, staples (and immediate vicinity) rusting, minor crease lower rear corner of front cover, VG. *Mountaineering books personally selected and described by Janet Adam Smith. Searce: £15.00*

244. Smith, W.P. Haskett & Hart, H.C.: **CLIMBING IN THE BRITISH ISLES. 11.-WALES AND IRELAND: Longmans, Green; 1895:** 1st edition. Pages viii + 197; 31 illustrations by Ellis Carr, 9 plans, 16cm. Previous owner’s name and address, dated June 1898 at front, plus 2 marginal climbing notes on page 74, again dated 1898; spine sunned with the gilt lettering just readable, top 1cm front board discoloured and slightly rubbed and reglued at edge; rear board a little age-marked, plus tiny spot; boards also slightly bowed, otherwise VG. *The second British climbing guide book in the series. Volume III (Scotland) was never produced: £45.00*

245. Smythe, F.S.: **A CAMERA IN THE HILLS: A. & C. Black; 1939:** 1st edition. 147 pages, 65 photographs, 28cm. Very slight sunning tips of spine; VG+ in (dust wrapper condition – spine lacks 0.5cm from head, a tad chipped at base and a few minute specks of chipping elsewhere; lacks tiny piece from upper rear corner of front panel; rear panel a little age-marked; but bright and presentable) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *A fine album of high quality black and white photographs, mostly taken during the winter of 1938-39 and during the summer of 1939 - mainly of the Alps:* £20.00

246. Smythe, F.S.: **KAMET CONQUERED:** Gollancz; 1932: 1st edition. Pages xvi + 420, 48 plates, 3 maps (1 folding), 23cm. Previous owner’s 2-line inscription front endpaper; boards a little marked; browsing/faxing to page-edges and a little slight foxing elsewhere, slight sellotape marks to endpapers and text drawings, 24cm. *The first British woman to climb Everest: £15.00*

247. Smythe, F.S.: **SNOW ON THE HILLS: A. & C. Black; 1946:** 1st edition. 119 pages, including 47 plates, 33cm. Minute mark base of spine, a little foxing to cloth at upper-edge of boards, ‘one or two’ light blotches of faxing to outer page-edges and a touch to endpapers, *otherwise a Near Fine very clean copy in (dust wrapper condition – repaired at extremities, spine lacks 0.5cm at head, worn in vicinity of base and lower 3cm joint, and surface chipped along old vertical fold crease; front panel slightly clipped and lightly marked at base; some grubbiness and marks to rear panel; price-clipped) bright d/w now protected by us in a loose plastic sleeve. Large photograph album of the British Hills, the Alps, the Canadian Rockies and the Himalayas:* £20.00

248. Smythe, F.S.: **THE MOUNTAIN VISION:** Hodder and Stoughton; 1941: 1st edition. Fragmented browsing to two opposite pages (76-77) caused by at (sometime) insertion of news cutting or similar; faxing and browsing to page-edges and a little slight browning and touch of faxing endpapers, *otherwise a Near Fine clean and very bright copy in (dust wrapper condition – spine moderately browned, lightly rubbed at extremities, slight repairs at ends with only a smidgen of loss; corners of side panels a little rubbed and rear panel very slightly marked) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. The author’s romantic thoughts on mountains, conveyed through his reminiscences of the British hills, the Alps and Himalayas:* £25.00

249. Smythe, F.S.: **THE SPIRIT OF THE HILLS:** Hodder & Stoughton; 1935: 1st edition. Pages xiv + 308, 36 plates, 23cm. Previous owner’s name on front endpaper; a touch of light sunning to spine ends, a very tiny and faint mark lower front board; some medium faxing but confined mainly to page-edges and endpapers; VG+ in (dust wrapper condition - a few marginal repairs but more or less complete apart from lacking a tiny triangular piece 1cm deep at upper rear corner of spine; spine age browned and lightly surface rubbed mainly at extremities; some age discolouring to sides) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *Frank Smythe's famous classic book of his reminiscences and spiritual thoughts on climbing:* £25.00

250. Spencer, S., editor: **MOUNTAINEERING: Seeley Service; 1950 (reprint of 1934 edition):** 383 pages, 56 plates (102 photographs), a few text illustrations, 9 maps, 22cm. Previous owner’s name and address inside front board (mostly hidden by dust wrapper flap); Near Fine in (dust wrapper condition - spine darkened, a little rubbed, mainly at extremities and slightly repaired at head; rear panel fairly unobtrusively stained at upper rear corner) d/w now protected by in a loose plastic sleeve. *Part of the Lonsdale Library Series on sports and pastimes. World-wide coverage with many contributors; including T. Graham Brown, T.G. Longstaff, W. Rickmer Rickmers, Claude Wilson and G. Winthrop Young:* £10.00

251. Staniforth, A.: **ICEFALL:** Coventry House Publishing; 2016: Paperback, 266 pages, black and white photographs in text, 20cm. *Signed by Alex Staniforth on title-page:* Fine. *The memoirs of a teenager’s journey to climb Mount Everest. Eighteen year old Alex Staniforth narrowly escaped the avalanche on Everest, that was triggered by the devastating Nepal earthquake in 2015:* £15.00


253. Stephens, Rebecca: **ON TOP OF THE WORLD. The first British woman to climb Everest:** Macmillan, 1994: 1st edition. Pages (x) + 196, 16 colour plates, map, endpaper diagrams, 24cm. Fine in d/w: £6.00

254. Stewart, E.J.: **EVEREST IT’S NOT ABOUT THE SUMMIT. Twenty Years of Preparation, two years of devastation on the world’s highest mountain:** 2016: Paperback, pages (vii) + 407, black and white photographs in text, 20cm. *Signed by the author on title-page:* very light crease upper rear corner front cover, otherwise Fine. *Ellis Stewart’s gripping account of...*

256. Styles, S: **BACKPACKING IN ALPS AND PYRENEES**: Gollancz, 1976: 1st edition. 191 pages, 12 black and white plates, 3 diagram route maps, 22cm. Near Fine in (dust wrapper condition – spine background a little lightly sunned) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. The author describes three holiday trips. High-level Route from Montreux to Meiringen (Bernese Oberland); Ax-les-Thermes to Bagnères de Luchon through Andorra and Spain (Central Pyrenees, and Martigny to Brig over ten passes (Pennine Alps): £10.00

257. Styles, S: **ROCK AND ROPE**: Faber and Faber; 1967: 1st edition. 174 pages, 8 plates, 20.5cm. Light browning and slight foxing to outer page-edges, boards a smidgen marked, VG in (dust wrapper condition – spine (mainly) a little lightly age-marked and 2cm closed repair lower edge) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. In this his sequence to 'Blue Remembered Hills' the author reminiscences and conveys his enjoyment of easier grade rock climbing: £10.00

258. Styles, S: **SNOWDON RANGE**: Gaston’s Alpine Books/West Col; 1973: 1st edition. 94 pages, black and white photographs, diagrams, endpaper maps, 21.5cm. Light browning page-edges, VG in VG d/w. Useful walking and exploring guide to the area in the Snowdonia District Guide Book series: £5.00

259. Styles, S: **THE CAMPER'S & TRAMPER'S WEEK-END BOOK**: Seeley Service; (1956): 1st edition. 271 pages, text illustrations by John Sweet, illustrated endpapers, 19cm. Previous owner’s faint inscription on first blank page; small lean to spine, minor surface rubbing tips of spine, a few slight sellotape marks endpapers; VG clean copy in (dust wrapper condition – spine slightly darkened, with a slight and unobtrusive water stain at head) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Same series as 'The Mountaineer's Week-End Book': £25.00

260. Styles, S: **THE MOUNTAINEER'S WEEK-END BOOK**: Seeley Service; (1950): 1st edition. 408 pages, delightful text illustrations by Thomas Beck, 19cm. Spine lightly sunned, but more so at tips and vicinity, tiny faint mark top outer-edge of pages; VG+ clean copy in (dust wrapper condition – spine browned and very slightly mottled) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. A fascinating and very varied mountaineering compendium; includes 'The Ballad of Idwal Slabs' and much more besides: £25.00

261. Styles, S: (Midland Association of Mountaineers): **WALKS AND CLIMBS IN MALTA**: Progress Press, Valetta, (Malta); (1949*): 1st edition. Paper covered pamphlet, 79 pages, 6 diagrams, 18cm. **Signed Showell Styles and dated 1994 on title-page**: some tanning outer page-edges and a slight touch marginally to covers, VG+. *The 1960 3rd impression of this guide states the first edition date is 1949, and not 1944 as normally accepted, presumably as the Forward is dated 1944: £50.00

262. Sutton, G., & Noyce, W., edited, with a biographical memoir by: **SAMSON - THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF MENLOVE EDWARDS**: Privately Printed Cloister Press, Stockport; (1961): 1st edition. Pages vi + 122, 8 plates, 22cm. A few slight spots of foxing to fore-edges, but a VG+ very bright copy; (no d/w was issued). The writings and poetry of one of Britain's greatest pre-war rock climbing pioneers, who died tragedy in 1958: £60.00

263. Summers, J: **FEARLESS ON EVEREST. The Quest for Sandy Irvine**: Weidenfeld & Nicolson; 2000: 1st edition. Pages xii + 290, 24 black and white plates, frontispiece, illustration, maps, 24cm. **Signed by Julie Summers on title-page**: a touch, very
minor and insignificant surface damage to a few plates, but virtually Fine in Fine d/w. *Fascinating life story of Mallory’s final climbing partner on Everest. Well documented by his great niece Julie Summers, and incorporating long forgotten letters, photographs and drawings recently unearthed at the family home:* £25.00

264. Talbot, D., *edited by: A TREASURY OF MOUNTAINEERING STORIES*; Davies; 1955: 1st edition. Pages x + 282, 20cm. Slight browning to outer page-edges, otherwise Fine in (dust wrapper condition – spine background mediumly sunned and lettering sunned from yellow to a faint pale pink; a smidgen of very light and unobtrusive surface chipping at spine ends) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *An anthology of nineteen (mainly fictional) mountaineering stories:* £10.00


266. Talfourd, Sir T.N: *VACATION RAMBLERS. Comprising the Recollections of Three Continental Tours, in the Vacations of 1841, 1842, and 1843*; Edward Moxon; 1851: 3rd edition. Pages xx + 340 + 8 pages adverts, 18cm. New half-leather binding, with gilt lettering, lines and decorations on spine, marbled paper sides, new endpapers; internally VG with the occasional slight mark or slight thumbing, ‘one or two’ minor tears, and a touch marginal browning at front and rear; moderate browning to outer page-edges. *During his third tour in 1843, the author revisited Chamouni and attempted Mont Blanc, reaching as far as the Grand Plateau:* £50.00

267. Terray, L: *CONQUISTADORES OF THE USELESS. From the Andes to Annapurna*; Gollancz; 1963: 1st edition. 351 pages, 84 black and white plates, maps, 22.5cm. Small brown stain lower margin of a few pages towards rear, some light browning outer page-edges, VG in (dust wrapper condition – marginally repaired, spine a tad darkened at ends; small faint cup mark centre of front panel and a little lightly surface rubbed at ends; rear panel lightly grubby; but complete apart from a smidgen loss to one corner) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *Classic autobiography of leading French climber and guide Lionel Terray:* £60.00


270. Tilman, H.W: *CHINA TO CHITRAL*; Cambridge University Press; 1951: 1st edition. Pages xii + 124, 69 plates, 4 maps, 24cm. Lightish sunning to spine and gilt lettering darkened, otherwise Near Fine in (dust wrapper condition – spine surface rubbed mainly at extremities, but especially at one lower corner which covers less than 1 square centimetre; ‘one or two’ tiny specks) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *Attempts with Shipton on Bogdo Ola and Chakar Aghil and the author's journeying through Chinese Turkestan:* £35.00

271. Tilman, H.W: *MISCHIEF IN PATAGONIA*; Cambridge University Press; 1957: 1st edition. Pages (viii) + 185, 16 plates, 2 maps, 22cm. Very faint stain lower spine corner front board, lower tip of spine faded; some light browning to pages but heavy at outer edges, one page creased at corner, scattered foxing to endpapers, otherwise VG in (dust wrapper condition – spine darkened, minor stain at base and a little chipped mainly at ends; some foxing/browning to side panels, rear one slightly marked; price-clipped) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *Account of Tilman’s 20,000-mile voyage in ‘Mischief’ and his double crossing of the southern Patagonian icecap:* £20.00

272. Tilman, H.W: *MOUNT EVEREST 1938*; Cambridge University Press; 1948: 1st edition. Pages x + 160, 34 plates, 4 maps, 22.5cm. A touch of slight foxing to front endpapers, VG+ in (dust wrapper condition – spine tanned, lightly surface chipped in vicinity of head and tail and with the very slightest hint of loss at upper spine corners; ‘one or two’ minute closed nicks at top-edge of panels) d/w now protected by us in a loose plastic sleeve. *This small expedition included Shipton, Smythe and Odell:* £60.00

273. Tilman, H.W: *NEPAL HIMALAYA*; Cambridge University Press; 1952: 1st edition. Pages xii + 272, 40 plates, 7 maps, 22.5cm. Some darkening to spine, some lightish surface rubbing to spine ends and sides and some shelf wear at base, a few tiny spots of foxing mainly at fore-edges, otherwise VG+ in (dust wrapper condition – light crease across centre, spine a little lightly surface rubbed at ends, rear joint and slightly across centre; but complete apart upper from corner of front inner flap – but not price-clipped and very bright) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *The story of three expeditions - the Langtang Himal (1949); the Annapurna Himal (1950); and the Nepal side of Everest:* £50.00

274. Tilman, H.W: *SNOW ON THE EQUATOR*; Bell, 1937: 1st edition. Pages xi + 265, 20 plates, 4 maps, 22.5cm. Spine slightly sunned, one or two minute marks, and a little rubbed and reglued at ends, also some rubbing to silver background of title block at centre of spine; internally foxing and browning to outer page-edges, some foxing also to endpapers and intermittently at margins; G-VG; no d/w. *Ascents of Mount Kenya, Kilimanjaro and Ruwenzori with Eric Shipton:* £45.00
275. Tilman, H.W: **THE ASCENT OF NANDA DEVI**: Cambridge University Press; 1937: 1st edition. Pages xiii, 235; 35 plates, 2 maps (1 folding), 23cm. Base of boards shelf rubbed, some surface rubbing base of spine and vicinity and a touch at head, lower corner of rear board (close to tip) slightly cracked; slight touch of foxing to fore-edges and endpapers; otherwise VG in (dust wrapper condition – repaired and a little deficient – lacking about 0.5cm from spine ends and vicinity, triangular piece 4x2cm from lower rear corner front panel and a few tiny edge pieces; spine browned, slightly water stained and a little lightly surface grazed; rear panel very slightly age-marked) d/w now permanently sealed in clear plastic. *The British-American 1936 expedition; first ascent by Tilman and Odell*: £70.00

276. Tilman, H.W: **TWO MOUNTAINS AND A RIVER**: Cambridge University Press, 1949: 1st edition. Pages xii + 233, 37 plates, 6 maps, 22.5cm. Light shelf wear base of boards and spine; upper tip of spine and top-edge of boards a tad rubbed, but a Near Fine very bright and clean copy in (dust wrapper condition – spine sunned from pink to white, but lettering unaffected; spine and vicinity a tad slightly and marginally marked; price-clipped but replaced with an updated price sticker) d/w now permanently sealed clear plastic and finally inserted in a loose plastic sleeve. *Account of Tilman's attempts on Rakaposhi and (with Shipton) Muztagh Ata; and his journey to the source of the River Oxus*: £30.00

277. Tilman, H.W: **WHEN MEN & MOUNTAINS MEET**: Cambridge University Press; 1947: reprint. Pages x + 232, 36 plates, 6 sketch maps, 22.5cm. Previous owner's bookplate inside front board; minute spot front board, dust wrapper condition – repaired and a little deficient – lacking about 0.5cm from spine ends and vicinity, triangular piece 4x2cm from lower rear corner front panel and a few tiny edge pieces; spine browned, slightly water stained and a little lightly surface grazed; rear panel very slightly age-marked) d/w now permanently sealed in clear plastic. *Climbing and skiing expedition: The remarkable story of a key player and unsung hero of the historic first ascent of Everest. Griffith Pugh’s modern scientific approach to oxygen, clothing, equipment, fluid intake, etc., revolutionised high-altitude mountaineering, but was never fully recognised at the time. Meticulously researched and honestly told by Pugh’s daughter, Harriet Tuckey. Winner of the 2013 Boardman Tasker Award for mountain literature*: £20.00

278. Tollefsen, I.E: **QUEEN MAUD LAND, ANTARCTICA**: Mortensen, Norway; 1994: 1st English edition. 160 pages, paintings and illustrations by Vebjorn Sand, colour photographs, 31.5cm. Near Fine in (dust wrapper condition – extremities surface rubbed, but mainly spine ends and rear corners) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *Peacetime exploring in the Assam Himalayas; wartime exploits fighting with the Albanian and Italian partisans*: £10.00

279. Trueman, M: **THE STORMS**: Bátón Wicks, Sheffield; 2015: 1st edition. Flapped paperback, Pages (v) + 186, 16 colour plates, 23cm. Signed by Mike Trueman on title-page; Fine. Memoirs of Mike Trueman, a British Army Gurkha officer and a veteran of twenty Himalayan expeditions. He provides a very personal account of the 1996 Everest storm, and likewise describes the fateful event in 1999, when his companion Mike Matthews disappeared high on Everest, after both had summed: £20.00

280. Tuckey, H: **EVEREST THE FIRST ASCENT**: *The Untold Story of Griffith Pugh, the man who made it possible*: Rider Books; 2013: 1st edition. Pages xxiii + 400, 8 black and white plates, portrait and sketch map, 24cm. Inscribed and signed by the author thus “To S**** Happy Birthday Harriet Tuckey” on title-page; outer page-edges browned, otherwise Fine in (dust wrapper condition – price-clipped, otherwise Fine) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. *The remarkable story of a key player and unsung hero of the historic first ascent of Everest. Griffith Pugh’s modern scientific approach to oxygen, clothing, equipment, fluid intake, etc., revolutionised high-altitude mountaineering, but was never fully recognised at the time. Meticulously researched and honestly told by Pugh’s daughter, Harriet Tuckey. Winner of the 2013 Boardman Tasker Award for mountain literature*: £20.00


Very light crumpling to front free endpaper, but Fine in Fine d/w. Important history of Mount Everest - up to 1989: £10.00

Venables, S: THE MOUNTAINEER'S COMPANION: Eyre & Spottiswoode; 1966: 1st edition. 598 pages, 26 plates (2 colour), drawings, maps, 22.5cm. A little very slight rubbing tips of spine, a faint hint of marking edge of front board; light browning outer page-edges, and a touch to endpapers; VG+ in (dust wrapper condition) - a little chipped at extremities; bright) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. A very good wide-ranging mountaineering anthology: £12.00

296. Wedderburn, E.A.M: ALPINE CLIMBING ON FOOT AND WITH SKI: Open Air Publications; (1936): 1st edition. 118 pages, 1 page advertisement, text illustrations by Edo Derzaj, 17cm. Previous owners’ inscriptions top of front endpaper; front board slightly bowed, page-edges browned and foxed, overall VG in (dust wrapper condition - lightly chipped spine ends and corners; lightish browning rear panel) attractive d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. A text book for the budding Alpine climber and skier; an interesting period item: £10.00


299. Westmorland, R: ADVENTURES IN CLIMBING: Pelham Books; 1964 1st edition: 124 pages, 8 plates, a few line drawings, 19cm. Light browning outer page-edges, VG+ in (dust wrapper condition - a touch of very slight marginal rubbing, plus a tiny surface rubbed patch - but not too intrusive, on lower part of spine; price-clipped) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Rusty Westmorland describes climbing techniques and incidents from his own life in the Lake District, Canada and elsewhere. The dust wrapper has a picture of Paul Ross climbing ‘artificially’ on the Cinque Torri in the Dolomites: £10.00

300. Whillans, D. & Ormerod, A: DON WHILLANS. Portrait of a Mountaineer: Heinemann; 1971: 1st edition. Pages x + 266, 16 plates, 22cm. Very light browning to outer page-edges, VG+ in (dust wrapper condition - a touch of very slight marginal rubbing, plus a tiny surface rubbed patch - but not too intrusive, on lower part of spine; price-clipped) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Biography of a brilliant climber: £65.00

301. Whillans, D. & Ormerod, A: DON WHILLANS. Portrait of a Mountaineer: Penguin Books; 1973: Paperback, 301 pages, 12 plates, 18cm. Light crease down spine, browning mainly to outer page-edges and extremities of margins, VG: £5.00

302. Whymper, E: A GUIDE TO CHAMONIX AND THE RANGE OF MONT BLANC: Murray; 1909: (date from adverts). Original paperback with printed paper covers; pages xv + 206 + 44 pages adverts, 63 text illustrations, 3 folding plans, 1 folding illustration and 1 folding map, 19cm. Ex library but in the original paper covers; no library marking apart from small rubber stamp mark (very faint) and number upper rear corner of front cover, and small label base of spine, but lacks ‘title-page’; spine dark browned with some rubbing and neat regluing, some lighter browning to outer page-edges and slightly to sides, rear paper covers a little creased; otherwise VG. 1909 edition of Edward’s Whymper’s famous guide; first published in 1896: £25.00

A reading copy, or for rebinding.

303. Wills, A: WANDERINGS AMONG THE HIGH ALPS: Bentley, 1858: 2nd edition, revised with addition. Pages xx + 426, 3 woodcut maps in text, 18cm. Original covers sound, but marked and very discoloured, front board also has remnants of a gilt decoration stuck to it; internally, front pastedown marked and lifting from board and also lacking front free endpaper, but text is complete and clean apart from moderate browning and ‘one or two’ very minor marks to outer page-edges; hence a reading copy, or for rebinding. Alfred Wills’s ascent of the Wetterhorn in 1854 heralded the start of the ‘Golden Age’ of mountaineering in the Alps, This edition contains an additional chapter on the ‘Ascent of Mont Blanc’: £40.00

304. Wilson, G: MACC AND THE ART OF LONG DISTANCE WALKING: Millrace Disley; 1998: reprint. Pages (vii) + 152, drawings by Gerry Dale, 17.5cm. Previous owner’s large, but neat inscription on front endpaper; VG+ in (dust wrapper condition - spine very lightly sunned - but hardly noticeable) d/w. The author’s first book. An entertaining narrative, interspersed with wit and interesting background information. Includes the challenging Welsh Three Thousanders and the Derwent Watershed walks: £10.00
305. Wilson, K., edited by: THE GAMES CLIMBERS PLAY: Diadem; 1978: 1st edition. 688 pages, 25 plates, cartoons by Sheridan Anderson, 22.5cm. Top-edge of covers sunned, VG+ in (dust wrapper condition – 1cm closed tear repaired at upper spine joint) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Excellent anthology containing selections of 100 articles extracted mainly from magazines and journals of the period: £12.00

306. Wilson, K., Alcock, D. & Barry, J., compiled by: COLD CLIMBS. The Great Snow and Ice Climbs of the British Isles: Diadem; 1991: reprint. 280 pages, many photographs (some colour), diagrams, 28cm. Previous owner’s name and date neatly written corner of front endpaper; Near Fine in Fine d/w: £15.00

307. Wilson, K., compiled by: CLASSIC ROCK. Great British Rock-Climbs: Granada; 1978 1st edition: 256 pages, many photographs (mostly black and white), route diagrams, 28cm. A smidgen lean to spine, Near Fine bright copy in (dust wrapper condition - red lettering of “KEN WILSON” on top half of spine evenly sunned to light orange - but perfectly readable) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. The first edition of this classic climbing book; the second in the series: £25.00

308. Wilson, K., compiled by: HARD ROCK. Great British Rock-Climbs: Hart-Davis, MacGibbon; 1975: 1st edition. Pages xx + 220, many black and white photographs, route diagrams, 28cm. Previous owner’s name corner of front endpaper; light shelf rubbing base of spine and boards, page-edges browned, otherwise VG+ in (dust wrapper condition - red lettering of “KEN WILSON” on spine evenly sunned from red to light orange - but perfectly readable; price-clipped) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. The first edition of this classic climbing book: £45.00

309. Wilson, K. and Gilbert, R., compiled by: CLASSIC WALKS. Mountain and Moorland Walks in Britain and Ireland: Diadem; 1982: 1st edition. 272 pages, many colour and black and white photographs, route diagrams, 28cm. Lower tip and base of boards surface rubbed, overall VG in (medium and pleasantly sunned spine) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve: £10.00

310. Wilson, K. and Gilbert, R., compiled by: THE BIG WALKS. Challenging Mountain Walks and Scrambles in the British Isles: Diadem; 1982: 3rd impression. 256 pages, many colour and black and white photographs, route diagrams, 28cm. Fine in (spine lightly sunned) d/w: £10.00

311. Wilson, K. and Gilbert, R., compiled by: WILD WALKS. Mountain, Moorland and Coastal Walks in Britain and Ireland: Diadem; 1988: 1st edition. 224 pages, many colour and black and white photographs, route diagrams, 28cm. Fine in d/w: £15.00

Includes production proofs used in the updating of this second edition.

312. Wilson, K., compiled by: CLASSIC ROCK. Great British Rock-Climbs: Bâton Wicks; 2007: 2nd edition (in large format). 296 pages, many new colour photographs, plus black and white, route diagrams, 31.5cm. Signed by Ken Wilson on page 4; dent (2cm long x 0.5cm deep) together with slight damage on lower edge of rear board, otherwise Fine in Fine d/w. The second edition of this classic climbing book is updated with an array of colour photographs, not seen in the first edition, as it was mostly in black and white. The proofs were used for updating the layout and photos for Creagh Dhu Wall; and comprise….

3 large grid templates 42x30cm in black and white (2 illustrated);
a photostat (illustrated) 30x21cm showing Pat Vaughan and D Thomas, together and included the original photograph 8.50x8.50cm;
a double-page final proof in colour, and black and white;
a handwritten note to Pat (Vaughan), signed Ken.

Of historic interest; Pat Vaughan, John Cunningham and Bill Smith made the first ascent of Creagh Dhu Wall in 1951: £90.00

313. WORLD CLIMBING: Dark Peak, Sheffield, 1980: 1st edition (in this form). 368 pages, illustrations, maps, 30.5cm. Very light sunning to spine – but lettering perfectly clear; light browning to endpapers, VG+; no d/w was issued. Compiled from the 'INFO' pages of Mountain Magazine issues 1-64: £6.00

315. Yates, S: AGAINST THE WALL: Cape: 1997: 1st edition. 176 pages, 8 colour plates, sketches and maps, 24cm. “Geoff Birtles” name top of front endpaper, slight lean on spine, otherwise Fine in (dust wrapper condition - upper rear corner of rear panel a little wrinkled) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve: £6.00

316. Yates, S: THE FLAME OF ADVENTURE: Cape: 2001 1st edition: Pages xiv + 220, 8 colour plates, map, 24cm. Signed by the author; light browning to outer page-edges, Near Fine in likewise d/w. In this his second book, Simon Yates returns to his early years of climbing with its excitement and living for the moment experience. An exuberant read, varied and a climbing and travel bonanza; from the North Face of the Eiger to climbing in Asia and hitchhiking across Australia: £20.00

**An important Collection of Climbers’ Club Journals and Bulletins once belonging to Geoffrey Winthrop Young.**

317. CLIMBERS’ CLUB JOURNALS:: An almost complete run from 1898 to 1956. Comprising nos. 1/1898 to 24/1904; 30/1905 to 50/1910; NEW SERIES no. 1 1912 to 3/1914; vol 2 no. 1/1915; no. 4/1920. (Lacking numbers 25 to 29 and numbers 3 & 4 from the New Series). All contained in 16 volumes, sometime bound in green cloth, gilt lettering on spines, 26cm. Good sound copies; spines tanned (slightly more so for the first 6 volumes), and gilt lettering tarnished; also a few tiny stains or age marks to spines, and a little slight surface rubbing at extremities to a few early ones; 1cm deep dark green ink stain base of one spine and vicinity. The occasional odd stain to sides with some minor age-marks; internally clean, apart from some foxing to the occasional endpaper or vicinity. One of the volumes (New Series no. 1, 1912) contains Geoffrey Winthrop Young’s bookplate. Plus CLIMBERS’ CLUB JOURNALS. Paperback; VG unless stated. 1929; 1937 spine rough/reglued, small loss sides, small creases; 1938 tiny loss sides and spine ends; 1943 crease front cover; 1944 cover slightly discoloured; 1950 spine very faded; 1952; 1954; 1955; 1956.

Plus CLIMBERS’ CLUB BULLETINS. Paperbacks; VG unless stated. No. 1/1911 some marks covers; 3/1911; 4/1912; 5/1912; 6/1912; 8/1913; 9/1913; 10/1914; 11/1914; 14/1920; 15/1921. The aforesaid 11 Bulletins are inserted loose into green cloth boards (same format as bindings). Some marks and slight stain to cloth, spine tanned and some surface rubbing to spine.

Plus CLIMBERS’ CLUB BULLETINS. Paperbacks; VG unless stated. NEW SERIES Vol 1/no. 1/1924 covers detached with some loss; vol 1/no. 2/1925; vol 1/no. 3/1925 covers detached with small loss; vol 1/no. 4/1925 small loss covers; vol 1/no. 5/1926; vol 2/no. 1/1926; vol 2/no. 2/1927; April 1930; no. 24/1930 tiny loss corner cover; no. 25/1931 light stain and small loss front cover.

Plus two letters addressed to Geoffrey Winthrop Young, including a handwritten one from the Climbers’ Club. These Journals and Bulletins are from the library of Geoffrey Winthrop Young: famous early twentieth century Alpinist, influential climber and scholar; and organiser of the celebrated Pen-y-Pass Easter parties. They contain numerous (mainly in pencil) annotations and personal comments on the contents. For instance the comments made by the reviewer of Young’s famous book of poems, “Freedom” are counteracted by Young himself. A piece of mountaineering history: £400.00

![Bookplate 317](Image)

318. Young, G.W: MOUNTAIN CRAFT: Methuen; 1934: 3rd edition. Pages xx + 603, 10 plates, 5 text illustrations (including 2 maps), 23cm (this edition 5cm thick). Slight foxing and a few tiny marks to endpapers, ‘one or two’ minor and very faint marks to cloth; but a VG+ very clean and presentable copy. Geoffrey Winthrop Young's classic climbing manual. A literary masterpiece!: £20.00

A rare signed copy.

319. (Young, G.W), the author of "The Roof-Climber's Guide to Trinity": WALL AND ROOF CLIMBING: Eton College & Spottiswoode: 1905: 1st edition. Original stiff paper wrappers; pages viii + 110, 23cm. Signed by the author on half-title page - thus “from the author – G. Winthrop Young”. Bookplate of R.G. Folkard opposite title-page; minor regluing base of spine and a smidgen chipped at two corners, spine also very lightly sunned; moderate fraying and a smidgen tiny lose to extreme outer-edges of paper covers, which overhang contents by 4-millimetres; overall a VG and clean copy of this rare book. 'Tongue in cheek' literary references to wall and roof and other climbing: £250.00
320. Zsigmondy, E: IN THE HIGH MOUNTAINS: Ernest Press; 1992: Limited edition of 300 copies – this copy No. 21. Pages xxviii + 378, 16 black and white plates from water colours by E.T. Compton, 180 vignettes, all edges gilt, maroon buckram cloth, gilt lettering, silver and black emblem on front board, 26cm. Fine (no d/w was issued). The first edition in English of 'In Hochgebirge' published posthumously in 1889. Emil Zsigmondy an Austrian doctor was one of the best rock climbers of his day; on par with A. F. Mummery and an exponent of guideless climbing. A superbly produced and long awaited translation of an important early Continental mountaineering book. Covers climbing in the Austrian Alps; the Dolomites; the Valais and the Dauphiné: £75.00

**Youth Hostels – nostalgic ‘Logs’ and guides.**


322. :ARRAN. A Hosteller’s Guide: The Scottish Youth Hostels Association; (no date 1960s?): Paper covered pamphlet, 32 pages, photographs, maps, 18.5cm. Fine. Basic information on the hostels; together with descriptions of local walks, mountain routes, cycle rides and places of interest: £5.00

**FICTION & SHORT STORIES.**

323. Aldous, A: MEGOWAN CLIMBS A MOUNTAIN: Oxford University Press; 1945: 1st edition. Pages v + 165, colour frontispiece, sketch and folding diagram, 19cm. Prize label inside front board; boards slightly bowed, foxing and browning to outer page-edges and free-endpapers, tiny discolouring lower edge rear board, otherwise VG in (dust wrapper condition – some edge rubbing and a little chipping at spine ends, with a smidgen loss at corners; some grubbiness and minute faint stain rear panel, and small loss at base; slight rubbing lower front inner flap) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. A climbing adventure set in the Himalayas; climaxing with an ascent of Kichenga, a 23,650 foot peak. Written for young adults?: £15.00


327. Herzog, G: THE JACKSON ROUTE: Collins; 1978: 1st UK edition. 252 pages, 21.5cm. Very slight lean to spine, VG+ in (dust wrapper condition – light to medium sunning to spine, but lettering unaffected) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Rivalry between two teams for the first ascent of an unclimbed face on Mont Blanc. From the French novel first published in 1976: £10.00

328. Rees, L. & Harris, A: TAKE IT TO THE LIMIT: Diadem; 1981: 1st edition. 197 pages, frontispiece, 22cm. Fine in (dust wrapper condition - spine background evenly sunned from orange to yellow – but lettering unaffected; three letters of title on front panel also likewise sunned) d/w. Set in the late sixties - from North Wales to Yosemite: £10.00


**CLIMBERS’ GUIDEBOOKS**

331. NEW CLIMBS/Climbers' Club Bulletin 1966: Paperback, 74 pages, 21.5cm. Name on front endpaper; a few slight stains and a little marginally browned, VG: £5.00


**SOUTHERN ENGLAND.**

337. Mason, J. (text) & Smith, A. (sketches): A ROCK CLIMBING GUIDE TO BOWLES ROCKS: Bowles Outdoor Pursuits Centre, Tunbridge Wells; 1982: Pink thin card covers, (16) pages, 21cm. Fine. Probably, this guide was never generally circulated, as it was produced as an updated source of information for visiting climbers and as a souvenir for the course students: £25.00
338. Mellor, edited by: SOUTH EAST CHALK. An interim Guide: ITI Guides; Summer 1993: Pamphlet with paper covers, 43 pages, 21cm. Covers a touch grubby, and a smidgen marked on rear cover; overall VG: £20.00


343. Littlejohn: SOUTH-WEST CLIMBS. A Selection of Rock Climbs from Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Dorset and Jersey: Diadem; 1991 2nd edition: 288 pages, 21cm. VG+: £5.00


346. Carver; “CLIMBING IN CORNWALL” NEW CLIMBS SUPPLEMENT ’74: Minions Group; 1974: Thin card covered pamphlet, 25 pages, typescript, 19cm. Covers lightly worn at spine, a little age-discoloured and ‘one or two’ tiny marks, also some light creasing; internally a tad thumbing and light creasing, lacks upper corner of first page and 3 unnamed routes named in pencil; hence Good: £15.00

347. Cannings and Littlejohn: GREAT ZAWN. A guide to the new climbs on the North Coast of West Penwith in Cornwall: Cannings, Cheltenham; 1973: 1st edition. Card covered pamphlet, pages (ii) + 36 + 2 blanks, typescript, 21cm. Light vertical crease down centre of pamphlet; ‘one or two’ minute marks to covers and a touch grubby, with lower rear corners slightly creased; two leaves at rear a little torn, slightly rubbed and a tad deficient at two corners, with two pages a touch grubby; otherwise VG: £75.00

348. Gook and White: CHAIR LADDER. A Climbing Guide: Coastline Publications, Penzance; (1973): Card covered pamphlet, 84 pages, typescript, 15cm. Covers lightly grubby, slightly marked and minor faint stain on rear, rear corners also lightly bruised or creased; tiny crease to several corners internally and slightly thumbed on ‘one or two’ pages, also small faint water stain to a few pages at upper margin, otherwise VG: £75.00

349. Andrews & Pyatt: CORNWALL: Climbers’ Club; 1950: Hardback, 164 pages, 16cm. M.E.B. Banks’s signature on cover, and his signature and rubber stamp mark on front endpaper: covers worn, especially spine edges and ends, but sound, also some marks and grubbiness to covers; moderate browning and a few tiny stains to outer page-edges (and just touching page-margins), and the occasional slight mark internally: £10.00

350. Lawder, edited by: CLIMBING GUIDE TO DARTMOOR AND SOUTH WEST DEVON: Royal Navy Ski and Mountaineering Club; (1957): Hardback, 70 pages, 16cm. Rubber stamp mark of M.E.B. Banks on front and rear endpapers: spine very faded, slightly rubbed, and small mark at base; a touch slight marginal fading to boards, and a little discourling or faint stain near base of front board, otherwise VG and clean: £50.00

351. Stevenson: CORNWALL Vol II: 1966: Plastic covered; three tiny and faint blotches to spine, one on rear cover, VG: £5.00


361. Coe: SWANAGE AND PORTLAND: 1995: Two separate paperback volumes in a plastic wallet; Fine: £8.00


363. White: DORSET: Climbers’ Club; 1969: Plastic sides very wrinkled – spine less so; light browning fore-edges and a little marginally thumbed, generally VG: £5.00

364. Annette: LIMESTONE CLIMBS ON THE DORSET COAST: Southampton Mountaineering Club; (1964): 3rd edition. Card covered pamphlet, 52 pages, 16cm. Previous owner’s name at top of front cover; covers a little water stained and some age-marking, also some surface chipping but mainly to thin spine; very slight hint of water staining internally at lower inner corner; hence a Good copy of this scarce guide: £15.00

391. Oxley: DORSET FAX 05. Swanage and Portland, also including Devon: Vertical Brain; 1994: Paperback, 224 pages, 21cm. Rear corners of front cover a little rubbed, with the lower corner and a page or two slightly creased, otherwise VG+: £6.00


389. Glaister & Oxley: DORSET. Portland, Lubworth, Swanage and Anstey's Cove in Devon: Rockfax; 2005: Paperback, 320 pages, 21cm. Ends of spine a little surface rubbed, long crease to both covers, slight corner crease lower rear corner rear cover and a few pages, otherwise VG+: £8.00

388. Willson & Hope: WYE VALLEY: Cordee: 1977: Paperback; spine medium sunned, front cover lightly creased and slightly marked, some Browning page-edges, VG: £5.00

387. Willson, Hope, Penning & Ward: WYE VALLEY: 1987: Ex Yorkshire Ramblers’ Club Library (held in Leeds City Library), rubber stamp mark; VG: £2.00


385. Nixon: CLIMBING GUIDE TO THE AVON GORGE: U.B.M.C; 1959: 1st edition. Stiff card covers, 45 pages, 16cm. Two previous owners’ names inside front board (one crossed through); spine worn but especially at base which is slightly deficient, but reglued, some age-marking and minor corner rubbing to boards; internally inner spine joints reglued, page-edges browned, some thumbing, occasional underlining and slight stain or mark; hence G: £10.00

384. Monks: AVON GORGE: Dark Peak, Sheffield; (1980): Plastic covered. From Paul Nunn’s collection, but NOT marked as such, apart from three of his annotations (climbing records, partners, etc); “Mountain” (Magazine) rubber stamp mark front endpaper; Near Fine: £6.00

383. Crocker: AVON AND CHEDDAR: Climbers’ Club; 1992: Two separate paperback volumes in a plastic wallet; Fine: £9.00


380. Ward-Drummond: EXTREMELY SEVERE IN THE AVON GORGE: Crowhurst; 1967: Card covered pamphlet, Pages (iii) + 30 + 3 route illustrations, typescript, 20cm. Light crease down centre of pamphlet, some tanning and age discollouring and a few slight marks to covers, very minor surface rubbing to spine; occasional (mainly marginal) light thumbing and the odd slight mark internally, otherwise VG. A rare and sought after guidebook: £75.00


NORTHERN ENGLAND & MIDLANDS.

369. Carsten, H.A: A CLIMBERS GUIDE TO HELSBY ROCKS: Wayfarers Club, Liverpool; (1946): Cloth covered paper covers, 48 pages, 13cm. Previous owner’s name and address inside front cover; thin spine sunned and a little patchy so for 1-2cm onto sides; one or two slight marks to sides and slightly rubbed at edges; browning to outer page-edges and the occasional slight stain or corner crease internally; hence a Good copy: £45.00

368. Lee: A CLIMBERS’ GUIDE TO HELSBY CRAGS: Wayfarers’ Club, Liverpool; (1964): Cloth covered card boards, pages (iv) + 52 pages, 15cm. Previous owner’s name inside front board; a very clean Near Fine copy: £25.00

367. Lee: A CLIMBERS GUIDE TO HELSBY CRAGS: Wayfarers’ Club, Liverpool; (1964): Green cloth covered card boards, pages (iv) + 52 pages, 15cm. Previous owner’s name and address on front endpaper and the very occasional underlining; light to medium sunning to spine and part front board, some browning and a little thumbing to outer page-edges; overall VG: £15.00


364. Ainsworth: ROCK CLIMBS IN LANCASHIRE AND THE NORTH WEST (including Isle of Man): Cicerone; 1983: 3rd edition. Plastic covers, 360 pages, 18cm. Top 2cm across front and rear covers wrinkled, but not affecting spine or internally; fore-edges a little thumbed, some neat lining in margins, overall VG: £6.00

363. Bebbington: YORKSHIRE LIMESTONE: 1980: Rubber stamp mark of “Ken Wilson” inside front cover; plastic sides a little wrinkled, Near Fine: £5.00

362. DeSroy, editor: YORKSHIRE LIMESTONE: YMC; 1985: Plastic covered. “Mountain” (Magazine) rubber stamp mark top of half-title page; Fine: £5.00

361. Musgrove, editor: YORKSHIRE LIMESTONE: YMC; 1992: Small address label top corner front endpaper; Near Fine: £6.00


359. Simcock, (edited by): ROCK CLIMBS ON THE NORTH YORK MOORS: Cleveland M.C./Cordee; 1985: Plastic covered softback, 159 pages, 18.5cm. Slight bubbling to plastic on covers, ‘one or two’ tiny marks or specks on front cover, a little very light marginal browning to a few initial pages; generally VG: £5.00


357. Wilson: NORTH OF ENGLAND ROCK CLIMBS: Cordee; 1992: Hardback, 381 pages, 19cm. Spine evenly sunned from orange to yellow (but lettering unaffected), spine also a smidgen dented, otherwise Fine: £10.00
PEAK DISTRICT.

394. Birkett & White: ROCK CLIMBING IN NORTHERN ENGLAND: Constable; 1990: 1st edition. Plastic covered, 444 pages, 17.5cm. Lacks front endpaper (stub remaining); Near Fine: £5.00


397. Wilson, R.G: RECENT DEVELOPMENTS ON PEAKLAND GRITSTONE: Manchester University Mountaineering Club; (1961): Pamphlet, card covers, 40 pages, including 8 pages adverts and 2 blank pages, 21cm. A few marks and some grubbiness to covers and very slightly creased; internally previous owner’s name at front; several rear corners dog-eared at extremities, first and last page lightly browning, a tad thumbed; hence Good: £25.00

398. Scott, D.K., edited by: CLIMBS ON DERWENT VALLEY LIMESTONE. High Tor – Willersley Castle – Wild Cat – Woodbank Tor: Nottingham Climber’s Club; (c.1965): Card covered pamphlet, 79* pages + 1 page insert, typescript, 21.5cm. Coffee? stain (about 15% of area) on front cover towards rear edge, with some seepage onto outer fore-edges; covers also a little age-marked and one or two tiny marginal stains internally, otherwise VG. *Please note there was a production fault in the numbering, as the centre pages are numbered 38 and 43 respectively. But it is complete, as my own copy is the same; but anyway the routes described tally with each other. A rare and sought after guide: £75.00

399. Parker: LADDOW AREA: 1956 revised edition: Previous owner’s name and address on front endpaper, together with 11 names of climbers neatly written, presumably climbing partners or friends (including Raymond McAffey, Paul Ross and George Fisher); a little surface rubbed spine ends and corners, generally VG: £15.00


401. Byne, E: A CLIMBING GUIDE TO BRASSINGTON ROCKS: Midland Association of Mountaineers; 1950: 1st edition. 36 pages, 8 plates, map, 14cm. Slim spine a little lightly rubbed, some patchy and mottled fading to boards which are also very slightly creased. rear endpaper lightly browning; otherwise a VG and clean copy. Eric Byne’s classic guide: £25.00

402. Byne, E: A CLIMBING GUIDE TO BRASSINGTON ROCKS: Midland Association of Mountaineers; 1950: 1st edition. 36 pages, 8 plates, map, 14cm. Previous owner’s name and address at front and letter ‘S’ against some of the routes; spine rubbed and reglued at ends, boards a little patchy and rubbed at edges; surface of pastedown inside front board badly torn and about 50% deficient, browning to outer page-edges and first and last page, occasional mark, some thumbnailing and grubbiness; hence G: £10.00


404. Nunn: ROCK CLIMBING IN THE PEAK DISTRICT: Constable; 1977: new edition. Pages xx + 311, 17.5cm. Medium browning to outer page-edges, VG bright copy in (dust wrapper condition – spine medium and evenly sunned) d/w: £6.00

405. Nunn: ROCK CLIMBING IN THE PEAK DISTRICT: Constable; 1983: 3rd edition. Pages xx + 328, 18cm. Previous owner’s small address label corner front endpaper, VG+ in d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve: £5.00

406. Whittaker: CHEW VALLEY: BMC; 1976: Plastic covered. Spine sunned from red to pink, but not affecting lettering, a little paste discoloring endpapers and a little very minor chipping base of plastic covers, VG: £5.00

407. Hardy & Dawson: MOORLAND GRITSTONE; CHEW VALLEY; BMC; 1988: Plastic covered. From Paul Nunn’s collection, but not marked as such; a few annotations against routes; Near Fine: £5.00

408. Koegis & Carr: OVER THE MOORS. Kinder/Beaklow/Chevel/Marsden: BMC; 2012: Stiff card covers, 624 pages, 19cm. Tiny nick and tiny crease edge of rear endpaper and a few corresponding pages at rear, otherwise Fine: £12.00

409. Gregory: FROGGATT AREA: BMC; 1978: Plastic covered. Plastic sides wrinkled, spine sunned from orange to yellow (making the title difficult to read), sometime title-page and front endpaper glued together at joint (1cm wide strip) and slightly surface damaged at that point; some annotations, otherwise VG and clean: £5.00

410. Griffiths & Wright: STANAGE AREA: BMC; 1976: Plastic covered. Some ticks and a few annotations against routes; front pastedown partly discoloured, VG: £5.00


416. Nunn: THE SOUTHERN LIMESTONE AREA: Climbers’ Club; 1970: 1st edition. Plastic covered; previous owner’s name and address label corner front endpaper; some annotations, ticks, etc, VG: £5.00

417. Jackson: NORTHERN LIMESTONE: 1980: Plastic covers wrinkled and a little surface chimneyed mainly at bottom edge front cover, otherwise VG and clean: £5.00


419. Gibson: STAFFORDSHIRE AREA (STAFFORDSHIRE GRITSTONE on cover): 1989: VG: £5.00


Milburn, editor: PEAK LIMESTONE – STONEY: BMC; 1987: 1st edition. Plastic covered. A few pencil ticks, etc; very slight thumbing outer fore-edges, VG+: £5.00

Nunn: ROCK CLIMBING IN THE PEAK DISTRICT: Constable; 1987: 4th edition. Tiny loss to plastic upper tip of spine, VG: £5.00


James: PEAK LIMESTONE ROCKFAX 03: Vertical Brain; 1992: Paperback, 224 pages, 21cm. Inscription upper corner first page; VG+: £5.00

Craggs and James: PEAK SE POKKETZ: Rockfax; 2007: Paperback, 128 pages, 15cm. Fine. Selected easier climbing routes on gritstone and limestone in the south eastern Peak District: £8.00

Williams & James: PEAK BOULDERING - ROCKFAX 09: Vertical Brain; 1998: Paperback, 224 pages, 21cm. Light crease down spine and slightly so to rear corners front cover, VG: £6.00


Bancroft: ROCK CLIMBS IN THE PEAK; RECENT DEVELOPMENTS: BMC; 1977: Paperback, 87 pages, 16cm. R.D. Moulton’s name inside front cover; a little very minor edge-rubbing, VG: £5.00

LAKE DISTRICT.

First Series buff guide.

Hargreaves: 2. SCAFELL GROUP: FRCC; 1936: Bookplate of ‘The Library of the Ladies’ Alpine Club’ inside front board; NO rubber stamp marks, Fine: £20.00

Plastic covered guides.

Nunn & Woolecock: BORROWDALE: 1968: Plastic covers wrinkled, VG: £5.00

Clark: BORROWDALE: 1978: “Geoff Birtles” rubber stamp mark front endpaper; inside edge of plastic covers dust marked, a few black specks/marks to covers, generally VG: £5.00

Armstrong & Kenyon: BORROWDALE: FRCC; 1986: Plastic covered softback, 265 pages. Rear edges of plastic covers a little turned up causing the endpapers to become slightly unstuck at that point; small area (coffee?) stain to outside margin of title-page, and ‘one or two’ slight marginal marks, otherwise VG: £5.00

Soper & Allinson: BUTTERMERE AND NEWLANDS AREA: 1970: Previous owner’s name and date on front endpaper; inside edges of plastic covers dust marked/grubby, dark covers a little marked, VG: £5.00

Roper, Grindley & Higginson: BUTTERMERE & EASTERN CRAGS: 1979: Some wrinkling to plastic sides of cover, spine lightly sunned and very slightly chipped at base, medium browning page-edges, VG: £5.00


Miller: DOW CRAY AREA: 1968: Spine background sunned from orange to yellow - lettering unaffected; plastic sides wrinkled, VG: £5.00

Martindale: DOW CRAY AREA: 1976: Plastic sides of cover wrinkled and a slightly speckled, VG: £5.00

Austin: GREAT LANGDALE: FRCC; 1967: Plastic covered. Slight sunning to spine (lettering clear), inner edges of plastic covers and fore-edges lightly marked, endpaper pastedowns a little paste discoloured, otherwise VG: £5.00

Austin & Valentine: GREAT LANGDALE: 1973: “Geoff Birtles” rubber stamp mark front endpaper; inside edge of plastic covers dust marked, a few tiny black specks to covers, VG: £5.00


Mortimer: GREAT LANGDALE: FRCC; 1980: Plastic covered. Paul Nunn’s copy with his name (signature) and address labels front endpaper; spine joints rubbed, but NOT affecting soundness in anyway as this is the printed paper below the sealed plastic covers; sides very slightly wrinkled, VG+ bright copy: £6.00

Cram: PILLAR GROUP: FRCC; 1968: Plastic covers wrinkled, small repair front endpaper, VG: £3.00

Oliver & Griffin: SCAFELL GROUP: FRCC; 1967: Plastic covered softback, 172 pages. R D Moulton’s name inside front cover; browning and some thumbing to outer fore-edges, large and light corner crease to half of pages and rear cover, otherwise VG: £5.00


WALES.

454. Cox & Kretschmer: CRAIG YR YSFA: Reprinted from C.C. Journal 1943: Thin (green cloth covered) card covers, 36 pages, 5 plates, 21.5cm. Ex Yorkshire Ramblers’ Club Library (held in Leeds City Library), 2 rubber stamp marks, shelf number upper rear corner front cover; slight remnants of label reverse of frontispiece, some sunning in vicinity of spine, light crease front cover, staples rusting; a VG+ in the original binding: £5.00

455. Edwards & Barford: CLOGWYN DU’R ARDDU: Reprinted from C.C. Journal 1942: Thin (dark blue cloth covered) card covers, 24 pages, 2 pages, 21.5cm. Tiny white spots to covers and a touch of slight rubbing rear-edge, some rusting to staples, VG: £18.00

456. Lees: MOELWYNION. An interim guide to the lower crags: Reprinted from C.C. Journal 1962: Thin (green cloth covered) card covers, 28 pages, numbered 329-355, 21.5cm. Top 3cm of spine worn but reglued and lacking piece 1 square centimetre in area upper corner by spine on rear cover, small stain also rear cover, otherwise VG+: £8.00

457. Neill: CWM SILYN AND TREMADOG: Reprinted from C.C. Journal 1955: Thin (green cloth covered) card covers, 40 pages, 4 plates, 21.5cm. Light marginal sunning to covers, small coffee? stain by spine on front cover but more so on upper rear cover, small coffee! stain inside rear cover extending onto several pages at upper margins, otherwise VG: £10.00


459. Moulam: CWM IDWAL: Climbers’ Club; 1958 New Edition: Two neat previous owners’ names underlined on front endpaper; a little light surface rubbing to spine edges with very minor regluing lower corner of spine; a VG presentable copy: £8.00


464. Leppert: OGWEN: 1982: F-: £5.00

465. Jones: OGWEN AND CARNEDDAU: Climbers’ Club; 1993: Two separate paperback volumes in robust plastic covered wallet; small address label corner of front endpapers; vol 1 - slight lean to spine, VG; vol 2 Fine. The plastic wallet is in perfect condition, but vol 1 is loosely inserted as it doesn’t fit very snugly into it: £8.00


468. Roscoe: LLANBERIS NORTH: 1964 revised and reprinted: Plastic covers a little wrinkled, VG+: £5.00


473. Moulam: SNOWDON EAST: 1970: A few light brown blotches to covers, VG: £5.00

474. Jones & Neill: SNOWDON SOUTH: Climbers’ Club; 1966 2nd edition: Plastic covered; previous owner’s address label front endpaper; a few small annotations, some tiny specks to plastic sides, VG+: £5.00


477. Draso: LLIWEDD: Climbers’ Club; 1972: 3rd edition. F-: £5.00


SCOTLAND.

509. Murray: ROCK CLIMBS GLENCOE AND ARDGOUR: SMC; 1949: 1st edition, Previous owner’s inscription (crossed through) inside front board; spine sunned from green to light brown and lightly surface rubbed at extremities, one page a little creased, generally VG: £6.00

510. Lovat: GLENCOE AND ARDGOUR. Volume I. Buachaille Etive Mor: SMC; 1967 reprint: Pictorial covers; very slight sunning to spine and a few minor edge marks to page, VG: £5.00


512. Smith: CAIRNGORMS AREA. Vol. 2 (Southern District): SMC; 1962: 1st edition. Previous owner’s inscription front endpaper; foxing to page-edges, slight sunning to spine, VG: £5.00


515. MacKenzie: CULLISK OF SKYE: SMC; 1958: Rear cover marked mainly with minute specks of white paint? otherwise Near VG: £5.00

516. Crocket: GLENCOE AND GLEN ETIVE. Rock & Ice Climbs: SMT: 1980: 1st edition. Hardback with illustrated front cover, 264 pages, 17.5cm. Paul Nunn’s copy with his name written on front endpaper, with a few of his ticks and ‘one or two’ small annotations against routes: a little marginal rubbing and ‘one or two’ very slight marks to covers; small light brown blotch on margin of several pages, otherwise VG: £6.00

Plastic covered guides.


519. Fyffe & Nisbet: CLIMBER’S GUIDE TO THE CAIRNGORMS. A Comprehensive Guide: SMT: 1985: Plastic covered, 363 pages. Plastic sides a little wrinkled, sides also a bit chipped (tiny loss) at 3 places at extreme outer edges; a touch of very slight staining at fore-edges, VG: £5.00


525. Richardson, Walker & Clother: BEN NEVIS. Rock and Ice Clims; including Creag Meagaidh, the Aonachs and Central Highlands: SMC; 1994: Plastic covered softback; 339 pages. Fine: £6.00


527. Wallace: ARRAN: SMT; 1979 revised with Supplement: Plastic covered. Sides wrinkled, VG+: £5.00


529. Grindley: WINTER CLIMBS BEN NEVIS AND GLENCOE: Cicerone; 1981 3rd edition: Previous owner’s name and date front endpaper; wrinkling to plastic sides, VG: £5.00


531. Johnstone: ROCK CLIMBS IN ARRAN: SMC; 1963 reprint, with appendix: Previous owner’s name (neat) on front endpaper; a minute and insignificant touch of surface rubbering edge of spine, VG: £6.00


534. Prentice: THE CLIMBING GUIDE TO SCOTLAND: Crowood; 1995 reprint: Paperback, 206 pages, 21cm. Light crease corner front cover and a page or two, VG+. 600 summer and winter crags: £4.00


IRELAND.
Johnnie Lees’s copy.

538. Lynam: BEN CORM ROCK-CLIMBS. A Guide to the Mountains of Connemara and Murrisk; Part IV: Irish Mountaineering Club; 1951: Pamphlet with paper covers, typescript, cyclostyled and printed on one-side only; pages (i) + 27, including 3 route diagrams and 1 map, 13cm. J.R. Lees’s copy (Johnnie Lees, GM, BEM; mountain rescue expert extraordinaire); with his signature and address on first page, a short note under Addenda and a little underlining; an area (1.5 deep x 8cm) on upper front cover surface rubbed (caused by possible label removal) and a little lightly marked at viceinity; generally VG. Rare: £50.00


542. ROCK-CLIMBER’S GUIDE TO DONEGAL: I.M.C; 1962: Cloth covered thin card covers, 56 pages. Ink annotations inside rear cover, slightly smudging opposite page; slight sunning by spine, VG+: £8.00

543. Stelfox, edited by: ROCK CLIMBS IN DONEGAL: F.M.C.I; 1985: Plastic covered, 176 pages, 17cm. Name on front pastedown; VG+: £8.00


545. Torrans, edited by: Rock Climbing Guide to the BURREN: F.M.C.I; 1986: Plastic covered, 112 pages, 16cm. Some curling to outer edges of sides, mainly front cover; VG+: £5.00

546. Torrans & Sheridan: CLIMBING GUIDE TO THE BURREN: M.C.I; 1997: Paperback, 161 pages, 15cm. Name and address label inside front cover; a few minor annotations, VG: £8.00

547. Owens: CLIMBS IN THE BURREN AND ARAN ISLANDS: M.C.I; 2008: Paperback in plastic sleeve, 196 pages, 18.5cm. Fine: £10.00

548. Redmond, edited by: WICKLOW ROCK-CLIMBS. (Glendalough and Luggana); F.M.C.I; 1973: Paperback, 86 pages, 15cm. 2x1cm darkened patch (from removed price sticker) on front cover; Fine in plastic sleeve: £5.00

549. A ROCK-CLIMBER’S GUIDE TO GLENDALOUGH: Irish Mountaineering Club; 1957: Cloth covered thin card covers, 38 pages, 14cm. A touch of light marginal browning, otherwise Fine: £10.00

ALPS & EUROPE.

550. Griffin, L: VALAIS ALPS WEST. Selected Clims: Alpine Club; 1998: Plastic covered softback, 448 pages + 97 pages photo diagrams, 15cm. Name top of inside front cover scribbled through, most of route description on page 174 underlined in red and numbered 1 to 15 in outer margin, causing indentation to ‘one or two’ previous pages; small red mark on rear endpaper, again indenting a few previous pages; slight touch of fore-edge thumbing, otherwise VG: £15.00
551. Collomb: SELECTED CLIMBS IN THE BERNESE ALPS. From the Lötenspass to the Grimselpass: A.C; 1968 1st edition: Plastic covered. Paul Nunn’s copy with his address label inside front cover; light browning page-edges and slightly (red) marked fore-edges, front plastic cover very slightly wrinkled, VG: £5.00
553. Collomb & O’Connor: MONT BLANC RANGE. Vol I: 1976: Ex Yorkshire Ramblers’ Club Library (held in Leeds City Library), original binding, bookplate, 1 rubber stamp mark; Near Fine: £5.00
556. Crew: THE DOLOMITES: A.C; 1963: Plastic covered. Previous owner’s name and address on browned/sellotape 4x4cm patch on title-page, VG: £5.00
557. James: DOLOMITES. Selected Climbs: Alpine Club; 1988: Paul Nunn’s copy with his signature on title-page; Fine: £5.00
559. Atchison-Jones, D: FONTAINBLEAU: Jingo Wobbly Topo-Guide; 2005: Stiff flapped card covers; 336 pages, colour illustrations, maps, text in English and French; 21.5cm. Personal inscription appears to be signed by the author; slight rubbing spine corners, VG: £7.00
560. Glaister & Williams: COSTA DAURADA FAX 10. A Rock Climbing Guidebook to the Sierra de Prades and Surrounding Area: Rockfax; 1998: Paperback, 176 pages, 21cm. Name first page, spine lettering lightly sunned, very slight creasing rear corners, VG: £6.00
561. Burnier & Potard: ESCALADES EN ESPAGNE/CLIMBIN IN SPAIN: P & B Chamonix, Argentière; 1990: Paperback, 256 pages, 17cm. Very slightly creased down spine and a trifile rubbed at corners, with a very slight lean; piece 3x5cm upper corner rear cover surface (obliterating surface print); generally VG. Text in French and English; describes 20 cliffs and 1500 routes: £5.00
562. James & Howett: MALLORCA ROCKFAX – Top 03: Vertebral Brain; 1995: 10 folding (and 1 single) cards in plastic wallet, 22cm; VG+. A topocard guide to the sport climbing on the Island of Mallorca: £6.00
564. Graham, J.D. ROCK CLIMBING IN MALTA: Royal Naval Mountaineering Club; (1971): Hardback with pictorial cover, 103 pages, 16.5cm. Ends of spine a little damaged, but reglued; slight sunning to front cover, front pastedown a tad lifting, otherwise VG: £10.00

ASIA.
568. Tüzel: THE ALA DAG. Climbs and Treks in Turkey's Crimson Mountains: Cicerone; 1993: Fine: £5.00

CLIMBERS’ GUIDEBOOKS, FOREIGN LANGUAGE
569. Devies & Laloue: LE MASSIF DES ECRINS. 11 - Ailefroide, Pelvoux, Bans, Olan, Muzelle: Arthaud, Paris; 1951: 2nd edition. 431 pages, text in French, 16cm. Light browning to outer page-edges, otherwise Fine in (dust wrapper condition – neatly repaired and spine lightly browned) df/w: £15.00
570. Devies, Labande & Laloue: LE MASSIF DES ECRINS. 111 - Ailefroide, Pelvoux, Bans, Sirac: Arthaud, (Paris); 1978: (4th) edition. 311 pages, text in French. Paul Nunn’s copy with his name (signature) and address label inside front cover, together with “Hommage des Auteurs” sticker; page at rear stained with three smallish (the largest being 3x0.5cm) blotches of black ink? and a ‘mirror image’ of same on opposite page, otherwise Fine: £15.00
571. :ENGLERHORNFÜHRER. Herausgegeben vom Akademischen Alpenklub Bern: Francke A. G. Bern: 1934: 80 pages, photographs, diagrams, 17cm. Rear board a little marked, browning to outer page-edges, otherwise Fine: £10.00
576. Lucchesi: Escalades dans le massif du CALANQUES. Suguion Saint’Cyr: Edisud; 1984: Paperback, 158 pages, 21cm. Paul Nunn’s address label inside front cover; Fine. French climbing guide: £10.00
579. Lucchesi: Escalades dans le massif du CALANQUES. Morgiou; Edisud; 1983: Paperback, 120 pages, 21cm. Paul Nunn’s address label inside front cover; Fine. French climbing guide: £10.00
580. Lucchesi: Escalades dans le massif du CALANQUES. Grande Cannelle Mont Puget; Marrimpoque Jeune – Pau; 1981: Paperback, 190 pages, 21cm. Paul Nunn’s address label inside front cover; Fine. French climbing guide: £10.00
581. Lucchesi: Escalades dans le massif du CALANQUES. Mouline – Callot – Plan des Cailles – Les Iles; Marrimpoque Jeune – Pau; (1977); Paperback, 120 pages, 21cm. Paul Nunn’s address label inside front cover; Fine. French climbing guide: £10.00
582. Lucchesi: Escalades dans le massif du CALANQUES. Versant Nord de Marseilleveyres; Marrimpoque Jeune – Pau; (1977); Paperback, 120 pages, 21cm. Paul Nunn’s address label inside front cover; Fine. French climbing guide: £10.00
583. Lucchesi: Escalades dans le massif du CALANQUES. Bougie – Melette – Walkyrnes; Marrimpoque Jeune – Pau; (1978); Paperback, 102 pages, 21cm. Paul Nunn’s address label opposite title-page; Fine. French climbing guide: £10.00
589. Heinkel: KLETTERN IM VERDON; Stuttgart; 1989: Paperback, 163 pages, 21cm. Small address label front endpaper, lower rear corners lightly creased, a little thumbing, VG-. German topo guide: with French and English: £6.00
593. Oehsnr: ENGEHLHORNFÜHRER. Akademischen Alpenclub, Bern; 1990: Flapped paperback, 152 pages, 21cm. Light foxing page-edges, F-. Swiss climbing guide in German: £10.00
595. Odermatt: EISKALT. Wasserfallklettern in der Schweiz: 1996: Paperback; F-. Topo guide to waterfall ice climbing in Switzerland; German text: £10.00
598. Real & Tudela: 112 PROPUESTAS DE ESCALADA EN LA COMUNIDAD VALENCIANA: CIMG; 2001: Flapped paperback, 112 pages + (16) pages colour photographs, 21cm. Previous owner’s inscription on front endpaper; spine very lightly creased and a touch sunned, otherwise Fine. Spanish topo climbing guide: £8.00
599. Adrianos & López: LOS PICOS DE EUROPA. (1 - Guia del Macizo Central): Excursiones, ascensiones, escaladas, trayeas. Madrid; 1988: Plastic covered paperback, 492 pages, 17cm. Previous owner’s name from front endpaper; spine slightly concave and sides very lightly marked, light thumbing to fore-edges, VG. Spanish mountaineering and climbing guide; with 22-page English summary at rear: £10.00

WALKING/TREKKING GUIDES

600. Ashton, S: HILLWALKING IN SNOWDONIA. Glyders, Carneddau and Outlying Areas: Cicerone; 2002: Paperback, 153 pages. Fine: £5.00
FOREIGN LANGUAGE BOOKS


608. Frison-Roche, R. & Tairraz, P: LA VANOISE – PARC NATIONAL: Arthaud, France; 1972: Pages 238 + (3), 45 colour and 120 black and white photographs by Pierre Tairraz, endpaper maps, text in French, 25.5cm. Slight lean to spine, very light browning to fore-edges, Near Fine in (spine background evenly sunned from yellow to white – but lettering unaffected; a touch of sunning to rear panel and 3cm repair base of front panel) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve: £10.00

609. Frison-Roche, R & Tairraz, P: MONT BLANC AUX SEPT VALLÉES: Arthaud, France; 1960: Paperback (flapped), 271 pages, 169 fine photographs mainly by Pierre Tairraz of Chamonix, folding map (loose at rear), 23cm. Some light marginal rubbing; two light vertical creases to spine and a little wrinkled, also slightly browned and spotted, 3cm lower front spine joint reglued and very slightly at head; one or two slight marks internally; otherwise VG. French edition of the classic photographic book ‘Mont Blanc and the Seven Valleys’ published by Kaye in 1961: £5.00


Inscribed and signed by the author.

611. Goedeke, Richard: AUGENBLICKE – OBEN. Klettern in den Westalpen; Erlebnis Informationen: Rother, München; 1987: 256 pages, numerous colour and black and white photographs, route diagrams and topos, text in German, 26.5cm. Inscribed to Ken (Wilson) “he has enough German at his command to enjoy more than the diagrams and pictures only” signed Richard: Fine in (minute repair bottom corner of spine) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Climbing in the Western Alps and includes many of the great classics: £15.00

612. Grossen, H: BERNER OBERLAND. Die 100 schönsten Touren: Bruckmann, München; 1989: 256 pages, colour and black and white photographs, double-page map, printed covers, text in German. 27cm. Spine and edge of rear board very lightly darkened; otherwise Fine (no dust wrapper was issued). Concludes with the Eiger Nordwand: £20.00


614. Rebuffat, G: ENTRE TERRE ET CIEL: Arthaud, France; 1969: 183 pages, 8 colour plates (1 double) and 104 black and white photographs by Pierre Tairraz, text in French, 24cm. Light browning to page-edges, a hint of light browning to bottom edge of covers, VG+ clean copy in (very minor repair at spine ends) d/w now protected in a loose plastic sleeve. Published in England as “Between Heaven and Earth”: Includes an ascent of the Matterhorn, the traverse of Mont Blanc and the South-West Pillar of the Dru; a quality production: £8.00

615. Šajnoha, M: DIAMÍR - KRÁL VRCHOV. Prvovýstup Diamírskou stenou na Severný vrchol Nanga Parbatu: Šport, Bratislava; 1981: 120 pages, 16 white plates and many black and white photographs, maps, text in Slovak, 24.5cm. Light tanning to outer page-edges, VG+ in Fine d/w: £15.00

JOURNALS

616. ALPINE CLIMBING GROUP BULLETIN::Magazine format paperback, 24cm. VG unless stated. 1963; 1964 staples rusting; 1969 rear cover slight marks/corner creased; 1970; price each: £3.00


618. CAMBRIDGE MOUNTAINEERING JOURNAL::Paperback. VG. 1936: £5.00

619. CLIMBERS' CLUB JOURNAL::Vols 1-2. 1/1898-8/1900. Brown ½-leather binding, green cloth sides, raised bands and gilt lettering on spine, top-edge gilt and marbled endpapers, 26cm; original paper covers bound in at rear. Spine evenly and pleasantly sunned to a lighter brown; foxing to outer fore-edges and some foxing elsewhere, a touch of browning at rear; VG. Pasted in at the front of the Sept 1899 issue (on reverse of frontispiece and additional paper) 5½ pages of 1899 newspaper cuttings (browned) regarding personal recollections of Owen Glynne Jones, his accident on the Dent Blanche and burial. Library application form loose at front: £65.00

620. CLIMBERS' CLUB JOURNAL:: Vols 3-4. 9/1900-16/1902. Brown ½-leather binding, green cloth sides, raised bands and gilt lettering on spine, top-edge gilt and marbled endpapers, 26cm; original paper covers bound in at rear. Spine evenly and pleasantly sunned to a lighter brown; foxing to outer fore-edges and occasionally elsewhere; a VG+ attractive and sound copy: £45.00

621. CLIMBERS' CLUB JOURNAL:: Vols 5-6. 17/1903-24/1904. Brown ½-leather binding, green cloth sides, raised bands and gilt lettering on spine, top-edge gilt and marbled endpapers, 26cm; original paper front covers bound in at rear. Spine evenly and pleasantly sunned to a lighter brown; foxing to outer fore-edges and occasionally elsewhere; a VG+ attractive and sound copy: £35.00

As above, but bound in black leather.

622. CLIMBERS' CLUB JOURNAL:: Vols 11-13. 41/1908-50/1910. Black ½-leather binding, green cloth sides, raised bands and gilt lettering on spine, top-edge gilt and marbled endpapers, 26cm; original paper front covers bound in at rear. Foxing to outer fore-edges and occasionally elsewhere; a VG+ attractive and sound copy: £20.00

New cloth binding.

New foreign language books.

New periodicals.

New reports.

New photographs.

New maps.

New books.
623. **CLIMBERS' CLUB JOURNAL**: Vols 9-10. 33/1906-40/1908. New blue cloth binding; pages trimmed hence 24cm. Slight foxing, some browning to page-edges, VG+: £15.00

624. **CLIMBERS' CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperbacks. Generally G-VG, with darkened spines and some light age-making to covers, unless otherwise stated. 1/1898 lacks covers; 14/1901 spine badly browned, much reglued and lacks 4cm at head; 24/1904; 39/1908; 40/1908; 46/1909; 48/1910; price each: £4.00

625. **CLIMBERS' CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperbacks. Generally G-VG, unless stated. 1913 lacks rear cover, spine browned with sl loss; 1939 light sunning to spine, VG+: price each: £4.00

626. **CLIMBERS' CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperbacks. VG. 1943; 1954; 1958; price each: £4.00

627. **CLIMBERS' CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperbacks. VG. 1961; 1962; 1963; 1964; 1965; 1995; price each: £2.00

628. **CLIMBERS' CLUB BULLETINS**: Pamphlets with paper covers. Rusting to staples, generally VG. April 1930 slight marks covers; 25/March 1931; 26/May 1931 slight spine deficient but reglued; price each: £1.00

629. **CRAGS MAGAZINE. Issue no. 1 March 1976**: 20 pages (including paper covers), large format 40x31cm. Fine. *The classic first issue of Crag's* complete with 'page three' girl and centre page poster of Ron Fawcett: £10.00

630. **FELL AND ROCK CLIMBING CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperbacks; VG unless stated. 7/1913 small repair corner of rear cover and a few pages; 9/1915 light rubbing 1cm base of spine; 12/1918 light sunning to spine; 13/1919; 15/1921 tiny area rubbing front cover; price each: £6.00

631. **FELL AND ROCK CLIMBING CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperbacks; VG with occasional light sunning to spines. 20/1926; 21/1927; 22/1928; 23/1929; 24/1930; 25/1931; 26/1932; 27/1933; 28/1934; 29/1935; 30&31/1936-37; 35/1941; 36/1942; price each: £3.00


633. **HIMALAYAN CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperback. 2/1930 covers age-marked and grubby, spine reglued lacking 1-2cm from ends, some foxing mainly page-edges; G-: £15.00

634. **HIMALAYAN CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperback. 3/1931 spine age-marked and reglued, lower half a little deficient, front cover and several pages creased and spiked (small holes) at upper rear corner, some foxing, G-: £15.00

635. **HIMALAYAN CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperback. 6/1934 spine a little deficient with some regluing and a few marks, some foxing and a few ink spots to page-edges, small repair front cover, otherwise VG: £7.00

636. **HIMALAYAN CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperback. 8/1936 spine a little darkened with tiny ink spots at centre and small loss at base, some page-edge foxing, otherwise VG: £7.00

637. **HIMALAYAN CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperback. 9/1937 lower spine joint reglued with tiny loss and a little marked, light surface rubbing front cover and slight foxing page-edges, otherwise VG: £7.00

638. **HIMALAYAN CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperback. 10/1938 spine slightly concave and reglued (and marked) along front joint and lacking 1cm at base, slight ink blotches lower page-edges, otherwise VG: £5.00

639. **HIMALAYAN CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperback. VG. 11/1939: £5.00


641. **LADIES' ALPINE CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperbacks; VG or better, unless stated. 1936 a little marked and some wear covers, G; 1939 sl wear and light browning spine, G+; 1940; 1941 sl rusting staples; 1943; price each: £4.00

642. **LADIES' ALPINE CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperbacks; VG. 1961; 1962; 1963; 1965; 1969; 1971; price each: £2.00

643. **RUCKSACK CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperback. 12/1918 lacks less than 1cm spine ends, otherwise VG: £8.00

644. **RUCKSACK CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperbacks. VG unless stated. 25/1931; 27/1933 small surface tear front cover; price each: £5.00

645. **RUCKSACK CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperbacks. VG unless stated. 28/1934; 29/1935; 30/1936; 31/1937; 32/1938; 38/1945; price each: £4.00

646. **RUCKSACK CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperbacks. VG in dust wrappers. 1953 minute loss and repairs to d/w; 1954 sl loss and sl marks to d/w; 1955; 1956; 1958; 1959; 1960 name on front/slight marks rear panel to d/w; 1962; 1963 sl loss to d/w; 1964; 1965; 1966; 1967; 1968; 1969; 1970 & 1971 (both in one volume); price each: £3.00

647. **RUCKSACK CLUB JOURNAL**: Paperbacks. VG. 1972; 1973 tiny rubbed patch front cover; 1977; 1978; price each: £2.00

**MAGAZINES**

648. **MOUNTAIN CRAFT MAGAZINE**: VG or better, unless stated. Nos. 25; 27; 28; 29; 30 publisher’s address front cover and light crease down centre; 31; 32; 33; 35; 36; 37; 38; 39; 40; 41; 42; 43; 44; 45; 47; 48; 49; 54 VG-; 55; 56; 57; 59; 60; 61; 62; 63; 64; 65; 66; 67 VG-; 68; 70; 71 small rubbed area rear cover; 72; 73 minuscule loss upper rear corner front cover; 74; 75 smallish area worn front cover, small stain rear; 76; 77; 78; 80; price each: £2.00
469. MOUNTAIN MAGAZINE: VG or better. Nos. 6; 11; 12; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 22; 23; 24; 25; 26; 27; 31; price each: £4.00

470. MOUNTAIN MAGAZINE: VG or better. Nos. 36; 38; 44; 45; 46; 47; 51; 52; 53; 54; 56; 57; 58; 59; 60; 61; 62; 63; 64; 65; 66; 67; 68; 69; 70; 71; 72; 73; 74; 75; 76; 77; 78; 79; 80; 81; 82; 83; 84; 85; 86; 87; 88; 89; 90; 91; 92; 93; 94; 95; 96; 97; 98; 99; 101; 102; 103; 104; 105; 106; 107; 108; 109; 110; 111; 112; 113; 114; 115; 116; 117; 118; 120; 121; 122; 123; 124; 125; 126; 127; 128; 129; 133; 135; 138; price each: £2.00

471. ALPINIST MAGAZINE: No. 6/Spring 2004: Fine: £10.00

472. ALPINIST MAGAZINE: No. 15/Spring 2006: Fine: £10.00

473. ALPINIST MAGAZINE: No. 24/Summer 2008: Fine: £5.00

474. ALPINIST MAGAZINE: No. 25/Autumn 2008: Fine: £5.00

475. ALPINIST MAGAZINE: No; 27/Summer 2009: Fine: £5.00

VINTAGE PHOTOGRAPHS

SIGNED VINTAGE CARBRO PRINT BY FRANK SMYTHE. (See 2 pictures above).

476. DECEMBER MORNING ST. ANTON AM ARLBERG. Large vintage black and white carbbo (carbon-bromide) print by Frank Smythe. Captioned and signed in pencil by F.S. Smythe: Recent and quality framed and glazed; 54x44cm; image (including margins) 34x25cm; some very light age-tanning. A rare and signed print in a recent antique style frame: £95.00

477. 3 VINTAGE ABRAHAM PHOTO/PRINTS: G.P. Abraham, Keswick; (early part 20th century): 3 original black and white photo prints, 20x15cm; all contain the blind embossed stamp (d) of G.P. Abraham; comprising…….
   a) The Grandes Charmoz from the lower peak of the Aiguilles de Grepon? written in pencil on reverse.
   b) Untitled.
   c) View from the top of the Monch showing the Jungfrau, written in pencil on reverse.
   Good copies; a little age or dust marking and some spots of foxing; one corner creased (a) and minute chip near top (c). The 3: £45.00
EXPEDITION POSTCARDS

658. **POSTCARD** of SCHWEIZERISCHE HIMALAYA EXPEDITION 1960 (SWISS DHAULAGIRI EXPEDITION 1960): Black and white photo of Dhaulagiri on front; signed by 8 team members; a tad very slight edge chipping, F-: £10.00

659. **POSTCARD** of NANGA PARBAT EXPEDITION 1979: Colour photo of Nanga Parbat on front; signed by 9 team members; VG+: £10.00
660. **POSTCARD of Nuptse Himalayan Expedition 1961**: Black and white photo of Nuptse on front; signed by 11 team members, including Sherpas; a little marked or speckled, otherwise VG. *First ascent by a British team: £20.00*

661. **POSTCARD of Manchester Nepalese Expedition 1970**: Black and white photo of Nampa on front; signed by 6 team members; address label removed, VG+: £10.00

662. **POSTCARD of Deutsche Himalaya Expedition 1977 (German Himalayan Expedition (Manaslu) 1977**: Colour photo of three peaks in Nepal on front; signed by 8 team members; Near Fine: £5.00

663. **POSTCARD of Deutsche Everest Lhotse Expedition 1972**: Colour photo of Everest with camp and people in foreground; signed, Fine: £5.00

**FUTURE CATALOGUES**: If you DO NOT want to receive any more ‘paper’ catalogues, please let me know, either by email, telephone or post, and I will remove your name from the mailing list. No need to respond if you are happy receiving the catalogues and remaining on the mailing list. Many thanks, Grant.